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ABSTRACT
This teaching unit explores coalas an energy

resource. Goals, student objectives, background information, and
'activity options arepresentedfor each major section. The sections
are: (1) an introduction to coal (which describes how and where,coal
was formed and explains the types of coal); (2) the mining of coal
(i-ncluding the methods and ways of transporting coal); (3) the use of
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in a pictorial and graphic manner. References are given for films and
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:student Cbjective:

InAe stauent Jhoald i'e able to

coal.

;ive a written,definition'of

coal aefi.ii t ion:
, goal is a black or tyrownish-black sOlicr.00moustiAe sullstance

isormea by the-pa-tti,a1 decomposiGion.of vegetable-. matter
, -

without ire() Uceas of air and under the influence of moisture

and increa.seu prehsure'ana temderatare.
04

I
oal foWatioh. 1.

iome coal .armed 11.0a- million ye..trs aA but hi,;11 ranking coal

such as that, in Aastern ii2ennessee was x.'ormed'only X50 million,
*

. yearel.a6o during the 'Paleozoic and .saissippiag periods..

3.

Coal formih; periods .are.often.called Lar1,1 or Late

t;arponi.terous 2erioUs.
.

. r
,

A

...

.uuring the Late 2aleozoic Era, 300,,609,000 years a;.;-o, th4-earth!s

avads2hetfwas litois-cure laden and qe(!my.-The earth's. surface
%

was covered wizh-aende foresss. oi mosses,-ferns, and

Liymnosperm type-plants,-Lacteria, protozoan, fungi, and

ale were quite.wiumon botn on lane 'masses anu in tha

swarrm aria wauer''entrfronmenta. among the-plants lived giant
-

insects and bi6-1iLarus. Astime passed, giant plants died

anu'fell into 'the Swamps, A spongy, 'brown.'lieL;etabli mater

called peat be;:;-an to form. .low plants* 6retv on to2%of old,

Thyn they too died and. beearite lart-of the mass of peat.

.itratificatiolt occurreu with (lilt and .sand beih6 deposited

.)etween layer s.. of Neat. neat. a...d ?rtaure caused difterert

tJ.)es of coal to pe formed. Jurin,s. mi$.1.24on o2 ,year;

layers of'viettion were donvertad4.:6'. carbon and.

hydrae:ix:oohs. Pear, was'converted to -brown coals apd ,,11.6nite%

.

+.1

"itfl,the addition df moisture,-heo.t, and pressure, ar

subuiuminoua oituminous coals'wereitortled.'anthraOlt6%

,cams were transforte'd by ''r,he%' chemical and1,6b.uical

interactions of moisture., heat and preosvre, on;t07e. bituninous
- .

coals. ;
. .
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stuaent\u&jective:

J.

'1:he student ;mould

.1

.

.

.11 J. 4

be .aole to 'outline Ow-events in. the .

formatioxt. Of dual, Layers ve6otations ancrhyarOcarbbn's

`1I

a' 4
A

.-;':-..*>.qbrowni.coa.13 and liij;dite (additional rioi-sture ,

.

haat and presstire) subbittinnous and lous ( _

ena ItitE;ract,toa of oisture , hdht and rreltiur6.)

coals.!:

Li bi.a.ry-:-.ituuy.

Usic6 the !iorld rook Zriby4o,leaia, pr other rgaourde tcji.eria :'s , 2

..,
l.inv...o.At about the- forMation of coal and make a series of .

.

arawin6s for your :notebook which snows 4ok9 coal fs formed and,
%

,
i.

i_ der .i.ted. Lable ;, oar ui.awings. .
,

r

4, , #4;.
4

student v'bitiective;

4s-r,

The studant onoul' j e able to- answer questiohs. about the

relative amounts of c4f.cd. nt ranks of coal' and auout the
-Q

location of these coals he United':..itates and in

°Tenndssee when ,iven a map and ,inOrmation about coal
,

deposits.

',lap study, activity .

Jhow students samples of goal,.

Ap )ehuix 1-A

goal deposits.

rnot coal seams are 1-2

Jonn,:3on county,- dyoming,

to

meters thick. In Lace Je )met

a coal seam has been identifieu.aa.
toe

narrow. aa 30 meters -and as thick as TCY meters, ,The thic:cest known

Yeam reco6nizeu in the worlu today As. located° in nchuria and

is aparo:,:lmat.31/ 140 meters across.

Student u bje et ive

2ho vd,..eat shoal.. cm .sole to draw conclusions about
t

relationphip between the rank of coal and the carbon

moisture cont6qt of the coal by reding'tabls.,
ep

.jtudents shoula be a ule

hi._;nest rank' to the

the'

and

list the ranks of coal from the

.st rank, ( .,!ha 4 nain classificationp)
4

Aeadinis tablet.; activity. 'Appenuix I ;.)

I



...AfCerentiation of 'coal by fiank

One L.1J.ssiLic:ttion of coal is by rank, t-at is, accordin, to

.0
the de,cL;ree of-metamorphism, or ?roressive alUerhion, in the
natural ser.ies from 1Lnite to anthracite. In oonsiecin,Hihe

11
: coaloiehe v'olatiLe maiter, fixed carNyn,*molst-Ire

., .
..

conGent, anu..oxy.en are'ideutified with e.ach savole. Older.:
..

opals. pre oitn iuentified Ly percentages of ..fix(}d carbon'ald\.'

2erentd6es of volatile matter. .You.:1,,er cols are identified,

II

py the heatil.i value in 1.LeU/lb. 2he'amo,int of heat'. which is

releAsea off. Ournik,;.odal can be ,.4terllined by digect measarment

II
in a calorimeter:, )

.

4 i
4'

#

.

.
%

e..itacoil(

t

t

,,.
,

ubjective:r (
.

II 2he stuueni.should be able to 1.1...3t the elments present in coal
.0

.

. -
,a,.1 te'.1, a4,out the importnce.of'eac-11-lement. (Lajor elements)

yne,mical m9oeition of Coal.
.

_
4 4.

*C.

\
1'wo.tyoe4 of analys ,ts are in common use for ex:lres-ding the '

IIcomposition of coa,1. In the uPtimate anal-sis the coal sarhple_
:

.

is dried and u?,;,!r:-Ii,atioa is maue of each of t0 'major.

IIcnemical elements;...-carbon, a.yuro,en, sulfur, nitro en ana

ash. 2he remainuer is assumes to !c ox.7p;en.'In lrd,:imae

anal:;is, .i:our arbitrarily-aefi_e(1 _froapsof conatituents

1

1

are aetermineu. 4oisture, volatile ma,;tr anu ash are
.

leasureu,
iu

fixeu caroon is that which is left. the sun of

,.le fixed carLon and the volatile matter is termed the

.corc:uStiL,le.

Ash comes from two sources. 1,p-crinsic ash is due to the

cantLit of 'the vebet;.ttive matter. i s zne

Ohe'extraneous ash-is the result ofi
#
mieral content

tne Luau de)o -n;ptle and 7.;rite) ih.the*coal seams. tsh

-.nay incluue oxides of si i:mn, aluminum, titanium, iron,

;.:Alcium.,'maL,neskam, sodium ana ?otassiam. Sulfur :,:ay also 1:e

11

a.. Consuitueht of.the ash. \Ash content varies over a wide range

.
even within a sini.je coal seam..

Library :3t.1,1:.
'... ,

o Tia out auout the elemTnts preen in coal and the
Iiii orc,.rce oi these elements to the fuel.

vo
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A?pendix
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,41,tizdzine

1.

.juollemental 6tudent 2rojact'S -Appenuix
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OM on es at gm as: so sir as as am sir sib Up ems .

t,

.1. Fill in the names of the states that have,coal reserves.
a

2, Can you tell from this map how many tons of coal we have in the
United States? Wily or why not?

3. Notice that there ate large deposits shown in Mi6higan, yet coal is
not mined there. Can you guess why not?

12 ,v

4. From looking at the map do you think that the area you live'in has
electricity produced from coal? Check with your loCal utility Omit to
find.out whether or not you are right.,

13



_

5. .ihere is the najor deoosit o,.4' anthracite coal

.
0. There I., tnel united 6tutez; uoes

lignite
..4ame at least 8,.6tates" w;.ich nave liollue'deaosits:

1. Aare at least ) st4ttes with subbituminoub coal deloosits.

8, ..ametfour Jtates =len no*'() ooth.subbiWminou:i as well
as bi.tuni,nous ueposits

9. Approximately nov:many states nave cituminoAs de2dsits
of coal?

t j.

10. Iri what maintain area of i!;ajt 1e1'inessa2 ar4 une.
ae)osius of ntaminous coal found?

tNa

11. dhat!is tne nAme ofthe motptcna1.1 wnich exte!Ias
from 2enns,ylvania aouth aria westwArd to "cite :3-Gatel of
Alabama, LI wnich ueposits of'oituminous..;oal are fou.".d?

12. Of the Ttotal coal reserves In the nited estates , wnat
frac,tio)i ofitne area is founa 14 Ghe wrens of 6.1e-

r

'ireat 2Ialris, the =rocky ountains aria the .t:stiu.n JL:nues?
( 1/d 1/1 J N.) or /4 )

.

1), 2rOm as-rer utermlneu .(1.Rgotion ,9 ?Oiove.;
rime .unese coal reserves. not uL,eu pis wiadlj as
tn.ose ,J.)0.3iia of coal .L'ou.!cl oi trip
_river: JiscLs6 tae. reasb_s 1).ve.1 .o,kr Anirer 111
terms of locatio.,, ,;Jenlual

(-)f Ghc coal

11*w

91
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Typical Composition of fennessee Coal
, .

,

Ai .fteceived

,,

C
,

--1,----ounty .

Moistlire ,511 Volatile
' Matter

p
c.-

Fixed
Carbon

Moisture and Ash Ffee

S
F.1071-.;

Xi:1We

Btu/lb.
.. .. 0 .

.

Ander:,0a, Campbell
N

..

''Claiborne, Overton, Scott

kNtress,ilorgan; White

'' I Li.-A 1 14 NM ,...-garion, .

..

(iI11,1y, Rhea, Roane

t

.
\

Z-6 . , 2-8 40.4. 59.7
. :,.

0

2-6 Z-1 - 40,5 4. 59:5
kA

275 4 -12. 41.6 r14 1.58.4
;',,

.3-5 - 3-11 3P0,* . 68.9

'42-4 -15 14.5 65.5

0

83.1 S. S "7.4 2.1 '1.9 14830

-83. 5.6 6.6r 210 2.4 1410

83.0 5.7 4 6,1 1.7 3.5 15090

87.3 5.4 4.2 1.6 1.5 15125

8517 6.1 1.6 1.3 15160

.

1) Moisture refers to coal containing its natural-inherent water content but not including
water. on the surface of the coal.

. _

2) Vblatile Matter and Fixea Carbon percentages'muqt add up to 100, as well as the sum of
C

'

11
2'

.0
1' .

-N,
'
and S.

mk, 0

Adapted froth de Lorcnzi, Otto, 195l, Combustion Epilineeritiverside Yress, Cambridge, 2-13.
P

17 "+,
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as se as es as as as ss es se se 'silo as
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Cleo; Cramp

TADLE 1-4
a

Classification of conb by 11111,0 (ASThl D 333)

C." inall
vadat Niattr

- 4",i f:
(1)r. NIiciab. ( Mina tab

NI,IttetiFree Mattel -rree
Kens) Bask)-1

1'131 or
-(;re;oler 1.ess

'111:1n

f
.1

Ealtral.
Creater- or,l.ens

'nom

Cnloiilk Value
Limit.. Btu. 11)

t' lobt,b
Mincittl:NIxttet--

Free 43acis)

Et foal or
tairatr Less
Thin Th

.11

Aggiometnting
Cliar.teter

1. Italtbi.e.eia
1. NIct-a-tnitluncite
2. 1W111,16111

ni,ttilr.ttele NO

11. BtAattait,ats

08
93

0

8
8

14

t

Nonaggloinerating

.1 Loss. volatile bitanoinnals
Nferiinot tnlatilr ht.:mations coal 69

3. 11101 slattle bittonotoic- (o.tl
tol.ttil, Ii 1).:!Ittilatiolt, coal

3. 110 volatile C bituminous a:0,11

BG 1-1 s

:3169

I. Sobbitoonotots c:11
N:11 itainsinos Soldunmiallits If (-.11

.3, ,,,,, inat 4 C tam!

1. !elk : .1
2. I:

11-1 1:111(-

'22 r

31 -

14,V001
13,000'

{11.500
10,500

T
1,0,500

a.,.53t'O
3;300*

6,-300

Conune
vt;lometatings

A tystjattnar:tting

11.500
.

9.5(:1) -N:magg!otna>.iting,.
MOO I
6,300

a .11 ,if,, , 'Rd t u Wid.% ii%% 114m.
)/!"(1.1) `:11 Li. It 11 Mid dovitlit .!1 inpf I!I 11! % I II !I <g.:11 1:1.Tt tit' ThII.T.T. of faNti V.INlifie

.11 IA Ow Iij-,1I(.1. iiiiii tanks.. All
ith no 1. : ,i,%, lkamser_i "":1I1) moist, liz;ipl.d.ot.itter-
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TABLE 1-1,

/ Coal Analysis
On as-received basis

(Pittsburgh Seam Coal, West Virginia)'

Proximate Analysis

. Component Weight, t
,

MOiSture
Volatile matter
Fixed carbon
As

TAL

Heating valve,
Btu/lb 13-,0d0

2.5
'37.6
52.9
7r0

100.00

,

Ultimate Analysis

Component Werght,

Moisture 2.5
Carbon ". 75.0
Hydrogen 5.0
Sulfur "4.3

V.
NitrogeR 15
Oxygen 6.7
Ash 7.0

411)0.0

wr
TOM.

. From the. Babcock 4 Wilc ok Co., 1972, Steam- Its Generation an
. 5-9.

t
,

1 .a

se , New York,

Using the table above and the table "The Typical Cornposiin
of ri:ennevsee 'Coal" answer the following questionai; ..(a) How- does
:the fixed barbo'n in `lennessee Coal compare with de taxed carbon

-4in Pittsburg coal? (b) is the importance', of -the ;fixed carbon?
(c) }tow does the fixed carbon' relate to the coal rank?
(d) lioW does moisture content relate to coal rank?

Using the table
tcoal. relates to

beloW, determine how the fixed carbon .th the
the ignition tetperature yequired to burn coal.

am.

4

TABLE 1-3

Fuel

Fixed carbon
Bituminous coal
Semibituminous coal
Anthracite

Hydrogen ( .

Sulfur
,Kerosene
Gasoline

Ignition Temperature °C.

4-

407 "
466 /

. 449 - 602
574 - 591
243

`254 -4293
260 --.427

Adapted from: The Babcbck & Wiltox Co.; 1972, Steam C- Its Generation and Use

I YQrk;,6-6. 21
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-'1\t's 0. 3

Using klty words listed below, complete the following.paragraphs i

_ .
t_

._ -V. 1

i . . .

1I peat .
.

.4%

444

I

compressed

Carboniferoub Period

fossils

bituminous coal
\ki

anthriitite

lignite

*IP

Coal was formed millionsof years le) in-the We know what the

plants looked like then because we find impressions of them in tod)iy.

Ovei the years the weight of the earth the liyers of dead plants.

Our most plentiful fuel source in the United States is

is an excellent Source of heat for homes,but therels not much of it.

is smoky when it burns and has a low heat content.

, which is not really c onsidered coal, is used for fuel in some countries

of the world.
-;;;.

471:
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I

Word list for 'definitions and spelling.
,

1. Anthracite

2. 4ituminous

s3. uarboniferous

4. OOal.seams

5..Ceal reserve

6. Coal veins

7. Lignite 4

8. Metathorphism .

.
:

\
-, 9. Peat .

10. Sedimentary rock 4 ft

11. stratification .

12. Subbituminous

13. Volatile

.1

24
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jua.l.eot ?rojl,:c;;.3

1. ,,,et,:de.:It:J coiL:et or coal, coal 711.1., coal
;:anJ7ort.ttlon,'coal alie:3, 36e. :adke a WlleLia ;.parc..

2. ituaonts araor 'cartoons or ou,!.r
anu cayk:iod thwqo of coal )rbtl.u.Ajon

qoalt AS it ralate8.to
G.;21. a LuJe

Jtaue,t arIGJ JI,ort )oem (Jr :rt;e(

coal.

4. ..)tuae:,G.3.:lay Jrit.,a'a z-.51.1)la ,i...11 :1d.1 o 1./00ani Jitli J:.k.i1:',. or

in:Jtru:.1a..1 :irr:,.n._,e:'ic'.ats Celli..,, .6t-,:_ator:,. ')i coal.
.

5. ..aie. r;,tLJ.
-_.td

ii..,:. .:)-.:1).1.- Of' ).:L1 '. liu,;1".. .6.-:

....._.. ,-:.1.1....4.:..i :.i. ti :2 ..:: 7. ..o id:ntif., fill ran(.
4Ala..

k ataras.:its?, ,i1;u:ai.io.1;5, li ,)ed,G, -:Go.). ..ake oz:::r

o.:Liervatiolis as stuu,nits o.,; ,, t:len. (enii 4e:luati)

,

6. JL:au.i.11G6 coulu r3 ;ears }. Lit0 Gno 1..J:ar co:.tent of

iat;aral ,as ;ina coal.

7. xe a ine graph .hich will show the ranks of coal used

o ake electricity. (Data on next page)

8. Trace all of the energy changes that take place from the 1.

time coal becins Go form until energy is prodacediri a.

bulb.in your home. (see lict of axampl.m of ener:.;yt

bnaftes)
4

4

dr.

4
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of-



-

63e icl anta tai)le to make a line
3ra.7-r.. illot tine on the horizontal axis and. fuel ,)ro,4tIcti.)n

thele fuel 2rouuctio.i 13 -re:i0rGdg
r,noaaanua of Jituli:,U.A..4 coal oquivaient-i.:or:I. Plot.o;:e
line for each Duel. ..itudy the enerGy Rro.auction ftom thesix soatces of ener;:i to determine -the increase or
.:ecz..-ea-ie of the ezi.l.ry sup'?lies.

Data:

U.S'. PRODUCTION OF MINERAL FUELS AND ELECTRICITY
112011 WATER AND NUCLEAR POWER, 1920-1970

Bituminous
Coal and Anthracite Crude Natural Water Nuclbar

Year Lignite Coal Petroleum Gas Power Power

.1920 563,667 86,370 . 93,053 33,702 28,168

S

11)25 520,053 592924 169,084 50,153 25,496

1930 467,526 . 67;252 . 198,773 81,985. 28,702
t

1935. 372,373 50,572. 220,610 81,527 30,763 0,6

1940 460,772 49,924 299,580 113,702 33,588.

194 5 .- 577,617 53,244 379,351 168,817 55,038

00

00

MO 516,311 42,7.48 136,984 261,107, 60,038

19SS 164,634 25, 82 549;99.9 389,466 55,229

1
1960 415,512 18,245 570,069 527,586 65,755 208

1965 ili,01111 . 14,870. 626,672' 694,414

1970. W02,932

80,999 1,495

100061.116,0,....00006 °.6160016

9,928 , 794,695 970,820 105,707 9,204

Adapted from: National Coal Associat 'ion, 1972, Bituminous Coal Facts 1972,

D.C. ,, 55.

27
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Leine; the erier,u chant;e8 below au
the elier,;:c chan,;es that take .?1P.ce
oe6in3 to .corm unt 1.1 the orier6y is

,nt uulb your nome.

ncandescence heat to
'team turbine heat
hermocouPle heat
Alotosynthesss radiant

ibsorptron
J 'Ischometer

olar battery
hotography

light
light
light .

light

riction mechanical
lint on stbel rnecnanic31

hand magneto mechanical

0
toaster or iron electrical
neon lamp electrical
elect. motor , electrical
electroplating electrical

combustion
comOustion
I

light
mechanica
electrical
chemical

\I

heat
mechanicteii"
electrical
chemical

heat
light
electrical

heat
light
mechanical
chemical

chemical 'heat
chemical light

I

xplosions
ry cell

bomb

examples, trace 4111, of
T:rom the tine coal
r)roduced au li,ht in la

chemical
chemical

nuclear

wet plant nuclear

fi

mechanical
electrical

heat
light
mechanical

electrical

.r

4

t.

I
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TM TENNESSEAN. Tuesday, March 9. 1976

A Land Grab
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Tilt NASHVILLE BANNElt, Ftriasy, Jan. 30.1981
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"It's the kind of day that Makes you wish you had a solar.

heating system on the house."

THAT
AIN'T

NOTHIN`
10 BRAG

ABOUT

MINIUM* IIIIIULLIMP4 HOARD IDIKAS ..

Snoopy's "SavEnergy" slogan is the new symbol for the Government's national energy conservation
campaign. Ilse Snoopy or our mini car `with its pie graph wheelt nepictingitnersy sources and energy
uses on y8011 bulletin board to start a Save Energy campaign among students.
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COALS MINING, TRAASPORTATION, SAFETY

I. How is coal mined?

A. Surface mining
1. Area, mining
2. Contour mining

5. Underground wining
1. Typal.

a. Shaft wines
b. Slope mines
c. Drift mines

2. Systems of underground mining
a. Room-andPillow System
b. The Longwell System

.

C. Breaking down thelbeal

II1. Undercutting
2. Cracking the coal wall,,

II
.

3. Continueus'coal mining machines

4. Push=button mining

I-

D. Processing the coal

1. 'Hauling the coal out of the sins
2. Sizing the coal
3. Cleaning and grading the coal

II. Haw is coal transported?

A. Shipping
1. Railroad
2,r" Barge

3. Trucks

B. Storing

III. Mine safety measures

4

A. The Miner's Clothing

H. Protection against gases, coal dust explosions, and other

halardsi

C. Draining the mine

6. Safety education 1

E. Government. regulation

36
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Goals

SFudents will gain an understanding of how coal is mined, transported,
and regulated by the government.

Objectives

Upon completion of the reading and activities and when asked to
diagram, demonstrate, or respond either orally or on a written test, students
Milli

name and distinguish between the two general methods used to mine
coal.

2. describe the two methods used by strip miners in removing coal
from the earth.

3. explain hew strip miners reclaims the land.

4. name and describe or sketch the three groups of mines used in
underground Bluing.

5. describe the two main systems of underground mining.

6. tell what type of machinery is used'in removing coal from. the earth.

7. describe the type. of clothing worn by miners.

8. explain how the coal-is processed after. it is removed from the
earth.

9. tell how the coal is transported from the mine.

10. tell what countries and mine coal.

11. point out some of the problems involved in coal mining.

37
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COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS

1. What are the chief types of coal mines, and how do they differ?

2. On what lases are strip mines classified?

3. On what bases are underground mines divided into three mein groups?

4. Describe the two spin systems of underground mining. ti
5. Name and give the function ot the types of undergreundminipg el; ipment.

6. Explain haw impurities are_relmoved Iron .coal.

7. What is the principal. means of transporting coal in the United States?

8. What are the chief safety precautions.which must be tallea coal mines?
fit

9. Explain how strip-mined land is reclaimed.

10. List and explain the most important state and federal laws governing
the mining industry.

11. What are the four largest coal mining countries of the world?

12. What are the ten leading coal producig states in the United States?

13. How much coal is *dnad each year in the United States?

14. Hew long may the coal resources of the United States .be expected to last?

15. What are some of the research developments of the coal industry?

,o



INVESTIGATIONS

Conduct a field trip to a strip mine or deep mine.

2. Have students research such topics ems

Coal Products
Black Lung Disease
Coal Minning Methods
How Coal Helps to Maks Elettilcity
Different Kinds of Coal
Haw-Coal is Used
How Coal Pollutes
Conservat ion of Coal

3. Have students prepare a bulletin board containing pictures and infor!mation
about coal.

4. Rave sAudents collect newspaper clippings on current developments
about coal.

S Invtte resource people

1 IL

a' .
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now coil. IS NINO

There are basically two typos of cool lanes, strip or surfed. mines.

and- underground or deep mines. The type of mins depends primarily upon

the relationship of the coal bed to the surface* Strip mining caul be

carried on to a depth of 100 to 200*feet* When the coal seams is

Ydespit than 200 feet beneath thi surface, or when they run deep into the

earth from an outcrop on hillside, underground alining is conducted.

Moat strip mines fellow the some basic steps to produce coal.

Miners operating giant power shovels attlp away'tho earth and rock, or

overburden,Ithat lies above the coal. Than blasters, using special
t.

explosives wry break the Coal seem into small pieces. Finally, *taller

shovels scoop up the coal and lbad it onto trucks which haul it away

from the mine.

Although most. strip mines fellow the same basic steps, strip-

Mining seethed* vary Aordingto whether the land is flat or hilly.

'Strip mining can thui be classed as either area .mining or contour
Af-

minidg. Area mining is practiced where the land is to la ly level .

Contour mining is practiced in hilly or mountain It

involves mining on the contour-that la, around ale

Once the coal has been removed from the ground, the land is

reclaimed. Sometimes old strip mines become farms,\recreation areas,

pastures, residential areas, or shopping centers.

Und,raround Hintm Depending upon the way in which the coal

seam is approached, underground mines aro either drift, slope, or

4r
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shaft mines.. Each type of minei best suited to. removing the coal

from a particular type of coal bed. In as aft lidne, the entran.:* and
.

exit passages are vertical. Ina slop...pine, they are dug on a slant.

In a drift mtne, the passages are dug into the side of a coal bed

exposed on a slope.

Two main systems of underground mining are useds the reem-and-

pillowsystem and the longwall system. Each system has its own set of

mining techniques. Either system may be used in a shaft, slope, or

drift sine. The room-and-pillar system is more cbmmon in the United

States because the coal:seams, especially bituminous seams, are of

unusual thickness. The longwall mathottris used in European mines.

In the roomand-pillow system, pillars of coal are left standing

to provide support to the'roof or overburden of the rooms from tch

t

the 'coal has been removed. Alter the mine face has been advanced as

far as planned, the miners work backward, or tetreat withdrawing the.

standing sections, which are called' pillars, and allowing the roof to

collapse behind them.

In the longwall system, almost all of the goal is removed from

the working surface or face, and, the area. that has beei mined is filled

in mechanically with rock or nand.

I

43
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Acrivin

Label the fojlowins kinds of ulnas as drift, shaft, or slope.

Asti

Label the indicated part Of each nine.

4

wowLo noon attramos

r-

Kinds of Underaround.Minees

Mine A. Mine B.

Partss

1.

2

3.

/Mine C.

Partss

2.

3.

Parts s)

1.

2.

I
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limualingpSiguLtjajdaajo There aro
f
many merlods of breaking coal

from the mins. face in -lumps suitable for hauling to the surface of the

mine.' A few are listed below. . *
1. Undercutting- The 'process of cutting.outthe mine face at the

bottom of the coal bed so the coal can be
shattered more easily by explosives.

2. Cracking the Coal Wall- the process of &tilling shot boleti
At intervals along the face of the.coal bed.

6, Explosives are inserted in these holes and when
sot off, cracks the coal wall into pieces.

3. Continuous.C911Mining Machines- A machine that can cut the
coal loose and load it in one operation.

4. Push-button miner- A miner with electronic remote controls
can send a boring-type mining machine 1,000 feet
under the ground while he (the operator) stays
on the surface.

Processing the Coal. As the coal is mined, tracks are laid in the

main haulageway. Cars loaded with coal ate pulled over these tracks by

smell but very powerful.electric locemo ves. An increasing number of

mints use conveyor belts or shuttle cars cam the coal to the

surface t5o b7 cleaned before, it is shipped to buyers.

Mining companies clean coal in specially designed preparation plants.

MP

The plants use-a variety of machines and other equipment tq remove the

Impurities from coal.

The raw coal is sorted - initially in the plant by a tilted vibrating

screen that has sections with different silted holes through which the

coal-falls. More sorting according to Rise and grad. occurs during

subsequent cleaning and separating operations. tech batch of sorted'

coal is piped into a separate washiflg device, where it Is mimed with

hater. The devices separate the impurities by means of'spicific

gravity. The heaviest pieces, those containing the largest amounts of

45
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Name the steps

I

ACTIVITY

is thm.14000.0Ing a coal by labeling the diagram*

WORLD 1100.1 duientes

r1r

.,
1.

, . .

10.1t.
1.4t. Yt.

:

Explain what is happening in each of the major compartments as the coal passes
through.

e

4 6 ."
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impurities, drop into a rotas!. bin. Washing removes, such of ti. ash from
the coal, but the organic sulfur is so closely bound to the carbon that
only small amounts can be \removed.

The Washing leavWSthe coal dripping wet.. If this excess moisture
is not resumed, the heating value of the Coal will be greatly reduced.
Preparation plants use various devices, such as a vibrator or hot-air
blower, to dry coal after it is washed.

In its natural state, coal is classified by rank, which depend* on
its carbon and ash 'content; the _amount of volatile, -or gassy, matter.
and moisture it contains and its heat value. As .sold in the market,
vas/ is- class-if ied by grade, which depends on its -rank and such other
charaicteriatics as the 'site of the lumps and on- special treatment

. which the coal has received. The grade of coal is important to customers,
for it wens that the coal will meet certain standards.

47
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1

MI 1"S CLOTHING.,

MI* ANISTY 1,9LASUINES

..

gib
tr

tvletliano Monitor

Ankle Stiaps

Steel Tipped Boots

For their safety, miners must wear special clothing. Heavy-duty

overalls, heavy steel-tipped shoes and hard hats make up the bulk of

0

theirOgear. To keep the pant legs, from getting caught in any machinery,

straps are worn around the legs of the overalls. A battery-powered

lamp is worn on the hat. The battery is attached to the belt and a

cord'runs from the batteritto the lamp. A selfwrescuer is also

strapped to the belt. It provides air for e miner in case'of air

contamination or loss.

Precautions must be taken in mines to detect and control methane

gas, which is highly explosive'. Minis are required to.test the methane

level with an electrical methane.datecting device. Methine can be

cleared out of mines with huge ventilating systems. These Systems

are used to eliminate other gases Om.

48



ACTIVITY

-IDraw an arrow to show where each piece of the miner's equipment is located.

a

steel tipped boots

self-rescuer

methane monitor

ankle straps

hard hat

lamp

4

Match the words on the left with theoper exp?anation on the right.

lamp

self-rescuer

steel tipped boots

methane monitor

herd bat

ankle straps

p
checks air quality in the mine

allows miner to sea better underground..

protects miner from dropped hand tools

prevents clothing from being caught in machines

provides fresh air in case of an emerge4cy

protects miner from falling rocks



1

ROW COAL IS TRANSPORTED

Moat coal shipments within a country are carried by rail, barge,

or truck. In many cases, a particular shipment must travel by two or

all three of these means to reach, the buyer.

Special trains called unit trains take coal directly'from the

mine to users, wi h no stops in between. Unit trains help spied.long-

distance shi

Barges provide the cheapest way. .of shipping coal within a country,

but they can operate only between river or coastal ports. .Trucks are,

the least costly means of moving small shipmenti of coal short distances

by land. Ltit4

- An underground pipeline is used IA some cases to carry coal from.

a mine to a power plant. The coal is crushed and mixed with water to

forma slurry (soupy substance) that can be. pumped through the pipeline.

In some cases, however, pipelines are sari costly and less efficient than

the traditional methods of shipping coal.

Most large consumers of coal try to keep a supply of

coal on hand which will last several mollths beyond their immediate

11
requirements. Sometimes coal is stored in the open, and sometimes in

bins. Anthracite and bituminous coal nay be kept for long periods of

time without losing their heating or power values. Subbituminous coal

must be stored or piled carefully to protect it from weather, :and

lignite cannot be stored long 'because it dries out.

kV, 50
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Proper ventilation removes lunch of)the coal dust from the zir in

the mine. This d t can cause a disease of the lungs or an explosion.

To further pre at or control dust, federal law requires that underground

mines be reckdusted. In this process, the miners spray pewered lime-

stone on a exposed surfaces in the sdneHentries. The limestone

dilutes the coal dust and so lessens the chance of an explosion. Mines

use water sprays to hold down the dust along face that is being mined.

Mines that are located below surface or under subterianean streams

are flooded with large quantities Of water which must be pumped out

constantly. When this water is pumped from the sine, it way pollute

nearby streams and: water supplies* The United States Bureau of Mines

conducts a research program to solve this problem.

Coal mining today is safer than ever before. Some of the improvements

have resulted from the development of improved safety devices, but safety

education has also played an important part. Safety directois net

regularly with employee groups, posters are placed at various locations

about the mine to warn the workers, and associations aii in safety work

and instruction of miners*

The United States 'Bureau of. Mines founded in 1910 .and the Federal

Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969, regulate'the safety standards

of mines
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STUDY QUESTIONS og QUIZ

A. VOCABULARYs Define, then write a sentence in which you use cdrrectly
each of the following words, or terms.

strip mining drift mine-

underground mining 0 slope mine

overburden. slurry

spoils reclaim

shaft mine .run'of-mine

4

%. TRUE or, FALSE: Determine whether each of the following sentences'is
true or false.

1. Anthracite; bituminous, and lignite may be kept for long periods of
time without losing their heating or power values.

2. Underground miming require more miners than does surface mi

3. Mine work requires little or no education.

4. The United States is the world's tooling coal expottar.

5; Strip mines produce about 60 per cent of the coal mined in the United
States.

6. All industries are likely to be seriously affected if anything interrupts
the steady flaw of"coal from the mines.

7. Both strip and underground mining are done.with the sane tools.

8. For every ton of coal dug, about 10 tons of water are pusped-out of a

9. Coal is ilitipped in pipelines in a soupy mixture called slurry.

10. West Virginia, Kentucky, and Pennsylvania supply about 60 per cent
of the bituminous coal in the country.

/

5 2
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C. MULTIPLE CHOICE' Choose one wort or phrase that correctly
completes each of the following sente-zsa.

1. Miners usually use ( shaft, strip, underground) mining when the coal
beds lie close to the surface of the earth.

2* :The,law requires mine owners in the :United States to ( racialist
save, ignite) all the land they use for strip mining.

(3. As of, 1976, the leading coal lining Country was (the United States,..

Russia, China).

4. In ( snaft,'slope, drift) mines, the entrance and exist passages .are

vertical.

5. In its natural state (mines, coal, safety equipment) is classified

by rank.

6. Underground coal mines contain coal deposits (100, 200, 300) feet
4' within the.earths surface.

7. The layer of earth and rook that covers the coal seam Is called
As shaft, a slope, the overburden) .

8. Coal is generally shipped, long distances by (train, trucks, barge).

9. (Shaft, Strip, Slope) mining is fast and efficient.

10. The (longwall, room-and-pillars :shaft) system is used in that of
the underground mines of4the United States.

D. HOW and WHYS

1. What are the chief safety precautions, which must be token in mining

coal?

2. Oplain her impurities are removed from coal.

3. What are some of the major problems of the coal industry?

4. What are some of the job opportunities available In the mining industry?

1

5. What are soil of the research developments of the coalindustry?
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COAL 10ACTS: COSTS AND BENEFITS

II Overview Coal could be one of 'the major sources of short.

.
term increases in the supply of energy. Even

under the most conservative estimates, theip.S.

has enough economically recoverable coal ea last

well into the twenty-first century. However,

'the enviroOmental, economic and.social costs of

(It
coal production, are high. e students examine

the cost); and benefits inv ved in various
policies concerning"the changes int...the present

production of coal.

11 Concepts Costa 4 Benefits
Policy

IIMajor .
The supply of energy can be increased in the

ierstanding short run in the United States by developing

and increasing the use of coal, but this will

I involve investment and tradeoffs.

. Student The students should be able to:
1. Evaluate some of the costs and benefits

of increased coal production.

,2. Develop and evaluate a policy position

on the .d velopment of coal reserves.

1 Time
IIAllotment One-two class periods

Maerial
.".

II

tbjectives

"The Coal` Facts"

"Coal: The Costs and Benefits"

,"The President's Cabinet"

Procedures

'ACTIVITY 1*

Introduce the students to the

"idea of costs and benefits.

Remind the students of the
IIshortage exercise in Lesson
1. Oil could not be delivered.
Assume that the community
decides to close down the

schools.

55
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Ten owners cuff Ocal
in U.S.. (1975)

1. .Cantinental Oil

2. Burlington Northern

3. Union Pacific

4. Peabody Coal

5. Exxon (Carta*; Oil)

6. AMAX (20:6% Standard
Oil of California)

7. North American Coal

8. Occidental Petroleum

9. U.S. Steel

10. .Kerr McGee

4.

The U.S. has over 390 billion tons of coal recoverable at today's prices.
This coal may contain more than 5 times the energy in Middle Eastern Oil
Reserves.

Developing coal takes both
time and money. Opening
a surface mine takes 3 to
5 years. Undergroumilmbrmas
may take'5-7 years to
develop. It coats 20-30
million dollars to open a
new surface mine; 40 --60

million dollars for arxm4
deep mine.

Miners make betloien $14,000 and $20,000 a year.

114

4

.11

Top Ten Coal Companiea in U.S.
(1974)

1 1. Peabody Coal Co.

2. Consolidated Coal Co.

3. Island Creek Coal Co.

4: Amax Coal Co.

5. The Pittston Co.

6. The U.S. Steel Corp.
'I.

7. Arch Mineral Corp.

/ft Bethlehem Mines Corp.

9. N. American'Coal Corp.

10. Peter Kewit Sons Mining

57,
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THE COAL FACTS

Number of Mine Workers
in the United States

(1976)

Underground.
Miners 123,000

Strip Miners 44,000

/'

in the mines yi,000

,184, 000

I/
.

Related jobs

TOTAL

mu um gm

miners
drill ope atore
cutting m chine operators

;17

locomoti'e operators
loading achine operators
electri ans
lubrica ing specialists
masons
pipefi ters
repair en

4.

Jobs

*.-.1.,
Needed to Produce Coal.

power shovel operators
roof bolter operators
tipple machinery operators
carpenters .

construction workers
explosives handlers
machine-ool operators
mechanics
plumbers

. .

truck & tractor chanics

*NM
4.

Heat and pressureapplied in the

right way can convert a 4 pound

piece of coal into about 1 qudrt

of synthetic crude oil or about

32 cubic feet of synthetic gas.

Ihese are very expensive products.

47% of the electricity
used in the U.S. comes
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THE .COAL FACTS

Distribution of United States Coal Resources
Coast Province

Mountain Province
Northern Great Plains Provincri

Interior Province

*nth, scent

Rill Betumenous Goat

&Abbe untenous'Coal

ElLignite

Eastern Provence
.

Gull Province

/4
Si farce ¶3, ire to of 3:1c1h.lanaGemen ran ironmentat impact Statement

'..tc.er 3. CZ at i...eih.11.1 .)^t3' 9 ;4k.

JN

Underground mining is
a dirty and semetimes
dangerous, job. There
are more job related

_aucidenis in coal min-
ing tharS Any other
induptry in the U.S.

4c)

Pr°poses,'

The use of strip mining'as a
coal is increasing. In 1960
strip mined. By .1970; about
strip mined.

The burning of coal
can poduce sulfur
and nilrogen oxides,
soot, and ash. De-
pending on the type
of coal that is
buined, these pol-
lutants can produce
mild or severe damage
to the environment
and to people.

Surface Mining can
hurt the natural
environment. As
the coal is stripped
away, so is much of
the topsoil. 'Laws
requiring reclamation
of land do help.
This is not always
possible. Large
amounts of water are
needed and water is
often in short sup-
ply. Reclamation
adds to the cost of
coal production.

means of getting at
, 25% of the coal was
half _Of_the _tom _
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Number of Mine Workers
in the United Stites

(1976)

Underground
Miners 123,000

Strip Miners 44,000

Related jobs
in the mines 17,000

TOTAL 184,000

THE COAL FACTS

the following products come from coal:

steel

perfume

dye

inseatici

drugs

.nylon

aluminum

aspirin

rubber

Jobs Needed. to

-miners
drill operators
.cutting machine operators
locomotive operators
loading machine operators
electricians
lubricating specialists
masons
pipefitters
repairmen

4

Produce Coal .

power shove1operators
Ioof bolter operatoirs
tipple machinery operators
carpenters
construction workers
explosives handlers
machine-tool operators
mechanics
plumbers
truck 4...tra.ctox.-frwah-a-n-.1-0

plastic

paint

detergent

motor fuel

food preservatives

0 Heat and pressure applied in the
right way can convert a 4 pound
piece of coal into about 1 quart
of synthetic crude oil or about
32 cubic feet of synthetic gas.

These are very expensive products.

_.117%-ef-the electrAcity
used in the U.S. cornea
from coal.
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S. COAL FACTS

LEADING COAL*NLNING STATES

Tons of

West Virginia
141,0Q0.000 tons

Kentucky
109,100,000 tons

Poonnsylvanta
89,100,000 tans

Illinois
64,700.000 tons

Ohio
51,200,. 000 tons

Coal Mined in 1969

lwr

Virginia
35,6000,000 tons

Indiana
20,100,000 tons

1 Atabu.'
117,500,000 tons

Tenuous*
8,100,000 tons

Colorado
5,500,000 tons

Russia

LEADING COAL1INING COUNTEIES

Tons of coal mined in 1969

670,204,000 tons

Unitod Statos
570,978,000 tons

China
364,000,000 tons

Germany (East)
274,476e000 tons

(From Cbs World Book Encyclopedia)

Conway (West)
242,307,000 tons

Poland
181,974,000 tons

Great Britain
168,621,000 tons

Czechoslovakia
117,442,000 tons

85,247,000 tons

76,453,000 tome

India

Australia
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The CheapestWay to
HeatYour House

FUEL COST COMPARISON

ASSUMPTIONS:

Natural Gaa- Them 100.000 Stu
100 cu ti

75% Efficiency
1/54115tua 13.33 a

Sitheinn

Fuel Oil- 131.000 Stu/gallon
'3% Efficiency
S/Matu., MI5 a

Sigallon

LP Gaa - 93.000 Btu/gallon
75% Efficiency
Silltur.14 54

S. gallon

Electricity 3,412 Btu/ kwh
(1Renuance) 100% Efficiency

S/MIStu.s293 Y 11/11o.h

Mimi Hardwoods -!4 Stu /cord
50% Efficiency
9/MIku fi/cord

IS

Mixed Softwooda - 15 Matti/cord
50% Efficiency
1/1411tu Sicord

+ 7,3

Coal - 12.500 Btu
60% Efficiency
11754Blun S/tort « IS

i6

HEATING EQUIVALENT COST $1108tu

$10 $12 $14 116 $18 120 $22

1 1 1 1 1I r r 11

.10 .60 .10 JO .90 1.00 1.10 1.20

NATURAL GAS SiTHERMI-ivi viiii Iv I. 1 f" I I
.60 .10 .10 .90 1.00 1.10 120 1.30 1440 1.30 1.60

FUEL OIL Si GALLON

1

80 1011t 120 140 160 110 200

COAL SiTON

8

60

1

SO

60 .80 1.00 1.20 1.40 1.50 1.80 2.00 220

LP GAS S/CALLON
I

V. il j -1 . 1 . f I I

100 120 140 160 180 200

MIXED HARDWOODS $ /CORD .,

I vlI . I f 1 ) 1- 'i
60 80 100 120 140 160

MIXED SOFTWOODS S/CORD

$4 $6

.04 .05 .96

ELECTRICITY- itHILOWATT HOUR

$10 $12 $14 116 118 $20 $22

WOMAN'S DAY 10/14/80
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COAL FACTS

Coal Preilvetien in Ow United SWIM fives. IN V Vow

1100

Sho tom

101,000

174.000

334,000

Mow( ions-.
MEM

"

1130
1140

111,000

2,474,000 2,244.400

1130 1.336,000 7,340.400

1160 20.041,000 11.110.900

1170 40,439.000 34.676.600

1100 /9,407,000 72,036.100

1190 137.771.000 143,127.400

1900 269.6114.000 24 4,653.700

W10 301,396.000 453,040,200

a 1920 631,263.000 397.107.900

1930 336.911.000 417.017,400

V' 1940 312.256.000 464,710.100

1930 540.3 S11.000 501,37 5,400

1960 434.330.000 394,017,500

1970 812,64) .000 535.796.700 SI

1976 6414.913.000 631.342.600

hooa** all WPM .4 aa--Maiwaily. labwialeal sal 00,1HOWanimaa oasts. 406 Henna.

eamtel UAL Devaagala 4 00611117.

ti
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COAL: THE COSTS AND BENEFITS

The United States must make some major deciaions about energy forthe near future. Many experts point out that the demand for energyis growing faster than the-sup. of energy. This scarcity ofenergy will create serious. lems.
Assume that you are an
wantd tp know if the n tion should increase its production *of coal.
To-make a good decis n the President must know what are some of'the benefits,and som of the costs of increased coal production.

visor to the President. The President

Examine'the data on the Coal Facts sheet. 4

List. five costs and five benefits of coal production. Rememberthat costs and benefits include not only mondybut also changesin the number of jobs, foreign relations, working and livingconditions.

Benefits of increased
coal production

'3.1

JA"....,
.5.

4. . , 4. ` .,

.

I
' 1:Put'a star pefore the most Serious cost and khe mo t-imiSo..77t,benefit... ''''

,

..
. ..

,.-
,.

..:Look back at the costs and benfits.that-you have\listed..
,:.

.

. " ,,b

r
4

V :

.."
..:11 ,. - On,what basis did you make that decision?

.

,

11
.

.,,

.-

Costs of increased
coal production

`.

4,

a

4

41
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i
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iStudents apply the grapr methods of analysis em-
toyed

. -- Coal and Natural Gas Supply Lifetimes

in determining the lifetime of United States sup-
. . es of oil tucletermtne the lifetimes of two other fossil

Ls: naturirgas and coal.

, . Relate oil to other fossil. fuels.
.I Begin with a discussion ,of why oil is called a fossil

fuel.
.

"Are there otrier fossil fuels, those materials formed
I-thousands of years ago by the decay of plants and

'animals and the pressure of subsequent layers of
rock and earth, which release their stored vnergy .

Iwhen burned?" .

Identify natural gas and coal as the other fossil fuels.,
IOrganize student investigation of lifetimes of other
fossil fuels.

"Are the United States supplies of naturalgas and
Icoal also running out? Will we have these
fuels to meet future demand? Let's find out."
0 Divide the class into three groups. Assign two

grOups the task of determining estimates of the,
lifetime of our supplies of natural gas and one
group the task.for coal. One of th o groups for
natural gas will examine future supp s with a
future consumption _rate equal to' the rate for
1970-1974. the other will study the supply lifetime
with a more realistic consumption rate. ,

Note: The lifetime estimates' for coal greatly ex-
ceed those for oil and naturargas: The demand for
coal has not increased in the post 30 years due to
the increased use of the oil and natural gas alter-
patives. Thus, an increasing consumption situa-
tion hastnot been presented, since projections so
far into the future might be misleading.

Distribute copies Of the task sheets and graphs
(enclosed). to each student in 'these respective
groups. Answer sheets are also enclosed.

111
approXtmately one period for students to

complete the tasks specified on the sheets. Circu-
late through the classroom to determine if stu,

Idents are able to proceed through the tasks by
examining their responses to tasks ,1 -3.* These
tasks cover the more elementary graph interpreta-
11tion skills. An answer sheet is enclosed.

/ The long lifetimes for coal may require students to
:attach additional sheets to their graphs, if the

111 same 4raph procedures are employed. An alter-
II ,native arithmetic method is suggested on the task

sheet for the constant consumption projection.

Fossil Fuel Lifetimes
the obectives ,of this day's activities are to sum-s

the results of the students' investigations of the
'times of natural gas, coal, and oil and draw conclu-
Ins concerning the finite nature of our fossil fuel re-
sources as well as the likelihood of future shortages.

a

0'

1. ilecOrd summary statement of fossli rue' litetimq;, on
a chart. Construct on the blackboard a tai le similar to
the following:

United States Oil Supplies
,

Future. %

Corkiumption

i .

.

4. Low Estimate'
(reserwst
52 billion

. barrels .

.
2. reign Estimate

tut Tnately
recoverable)

: 502 billion
barrel*

...,1

. .

A. Comtism (does
not increase)

..,- .
-

B Increases (es
- in Past 30
years)

,.

,
.,

-

-
. .

..
a

United States Natural Gil Supplies

Future
Consumption

.

1.
_

Low Estimate
(rsierves)
290 trillion
cubic feet

2.

'

High Estimate
(ultimately
recoverable)
2,390 trillion
cubic feet

A. Constant (does
not increase)

,..
..

8. Incr.'s*, (as
in pest 30
years)

.

, .
.

,

-

-

,

. .

.

United States Coal Supplies

Future
consumption ...

1. Low Estimate .
(reserves)
150 billion
t01111 ,

.

2., High, Estimate.
tu,ttmately
recoverable)
1 500.4illion
tons -

Same as in past
25 Years

ri
.4

.

'

.

I

I

I

Ask students to fill in the Iletime determined fc: each
situation and the span of years in which the supply

be totally consumed.

The answers are: .

Oil A 6-10 yeitrs, 1980-1984
8 6-10 years, 198011984

Gas A. 10-15 years. 1985-1999
8 10-18 years, 1986-1989

90 years. 2060-2064
40 years, 2010.2014

1 110 years, 2080:20E5
t16.70 years, 2040-2045

Coal 375-400 years. 2350.2374 I 4,0{)0 years. 5960-5975

a

-a
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(Technical Note: The estimates of fossil fuel supplies
were obtained, with one exception, from the U.S.
Geological Survey see NSTA Energy-
Environment Source Book, Chapter 2, Volume 2.
The estimate of coal reserves, 160 billion tons.
was obtained from the "U.S. Energy Outlook, A
Sumenary Report of the National Petroleum Council,"
December 1972. A higher estimate, 390 billion tons,
Is-given by the U.S. Geological Survey. The lower
number was chosen to facilitate the students' graph
'8'114344

2. Discuss with .students the implications of this sum-

O Note that although it is realistic to assume that the
dernimd for fossil fuels Is likely to increase, the
lifetiines for oil and natural gas are still short even
when it is assumed that demand will not increase.

O Compare the lifetimes of the fossil fools with the
lifetimes of the students. Are the expected
lifetimes of the fuels longer or shorter than the
students? If demand wilt- exiieed.future supplies,
whift is the likelihood of future shortages of the
fossil fuels?
You might also discus's theAimplicatiOns of the
differences .in the lifetimes limated forreserves
versus those for ultimately recoverable supplies.
Ask students to recall the diffelences between
these two types of estimatea, If nev, More costly
methods of mining and recovery need to be de-
veloped to extract oil and gas,from new types of
wells, will the price of these fuels increase? Is
more exploration required?

(One aspect of the future supply -and- demand
situation foi fossil fuels that has been purposefully
overlooked this mini-unit is the effect of impoOs.
Our domestic supplieS for oil, even in the past
30 years, have hot met\domestie demand, since
our production capability, i.e., drilling and refining
activity, falls short of demand. Thus, today we im-
port close to 50 percent of the crude oil that we
consume. Our imports are expected to increase in
the future as it becomes more costly to extract our
domestic supplies. These facts may be brought
into a more general discussion Outlined below.)

3. As a concluding discustLtn,- explore with the stu-
dents the possible consequences of oil and gas
shortages.

. .

Are there other alternatiVes to fossil fuels? Can coal
tfe employed to replace oil and gas? How will shor-
tages Of gas and oil affect consumption of coal? Do
other nations have enough supplies of oil and gas for
themselves as well as for us?" (It Is often noted that

" the United States has 6 percent of the world's popula-
tion but consumes 25 petaled of the world's,energy.)

Several,of these points are examined in other mini- -
units.

V.

Evaluation

understz1. To oval to stude
supply, d ennd, and short.,g6 .theireir ability to

till nt ..-.(!inn of the concepts of

. apply them, employ questioi :, li the following type:
"A'soda machine at a beach contains 100 cans of
soda. On a hot day, each p -rsoniconsumea an aver-
age of two cans at 25 cents each. It there are 60
people at the belch on a hot day, will ere be a
shortage of soda? If so. how much? E plain." (An-
swer: Yes, 60 x 2 -. 120 cans - Dern d. Supply
100 cans. Shortage a. 20' Cans.)

2. Present, via overhead projector and/or duplicated
copies, the mini-unit pictograph that shows United
States consumption of oil (or natural gas or coal). Ask
students to Interpret the pictograph as follows:
A. "How many bar Is of oil (cubic feet of natural gas

or tons of coal) ore consymed from1960-1984?"
(18 billion barrels.)

13. "How many barrel's of oil -were consumed from
1945-19647" (56.5 billion barrels.)

C. 'Indicate the number of barrel symbols to be
shaded to shown consumption of 35 billion barrels
of ,oil." (three and one-half symbols or

.
C..) Cr) CD C

D. (Assuming students have a copy of the picto-
graph) Shade barrels in the pictograph to show the
number of years necessary to exhaust a reserve
of 12Q billion barrels, starting in 1975 with con-.
surnption # constant,30 billion. barrels a year.
Answer: 1975-1979 0 0 ci

19601984 C) C) CI) .

1985-1989 CD CD CD
1990-1994 CD .C:,)

E. Shade barrels in the 'pictograph to show the'
number of years-necessary to exhaust a reserve
of 120 billion barrels, starting "41 1975 with con-

--1-01)mption at 3(1 .billion barrels fr 1975-1979, .in-
creasing to 40 billion barrels In 1980-1984, to 50
'billion barrels in 1985- i 989, and to 60 billion bar-

.rels in 1990-1994, etc.
Answer:

1975-1979 .. 1-1 C3
1980-1984

1985-1989 (:) IC:) C:, CD
.

.

F. Ask students if they wctitd predict a'shortage of oil
in the future and, if so, why. (Yes, supply becomes
exhausted b0t,dernand continues.)

G. "How can a shortage be prevented?" (Increase
." Supply and/or decrease demand, or find alterna-

Wes.)
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Natural Gas Coniumption
Past and Future
Conitant Future Osmond
GROUP A TASKS

IP

Are there sufficient United States supplies of natural
gas tq meet future demand? What are the lifetimes
United States supplies of natural gas? .Complete the
following tasks to find out

1. Examine the accompanying graph.

A. What are the units of thb scale at the top?

8. How much natural gas does each
symbol ri represent?

C. Draw the number of symbols which would repre-
sent: .

20-trillion cubld feet

13 trillion cubic feet

5trillion cubic feet -

The abbreviation for trillion cubic feet rs TCF.

2. Construct a table with the folk:paving *headings:

Years.

1945-1949
1950-1954
1955-1959
1960-1964
1965-1969
1970-1974

Amount of Natural Gas Consumed
(in trillion cubic feet)

.

A. Read the graph and enter into the table the
amount of natural gas consumeifheach five-year
period from 1946 to 1974.

B, Did demand increase or decrease? How many
times greater was the amount consumed in
1970-1974 tikkri the amount consumed in
1950-1954?

C. How many times greater was the United State
population in 1970 than in 1960? (Refer to work on.
oil or see 1973 Almanac.) Is your answer to 28,
the increase In the consumption of natural gas,
greater than, equal to, or less than the increase
in the United States population.?

3.. Estimates of the 5 upplif of natural Os In the United
States are:

Ulumately
Reserves J -covetable

Natural Gas.
(in trillion 290 2,390
cubic foot)

A. Calculate from ypur table or gr.aph ttie total
amount of natural gas consumed in the past 30
years (1945-1974).

B. Is this amount greater than, equal to, or less than
tt reserves of natural gas?

t
C.' Is it greater than, equal to, or less than the amount

ultimately recoverable?

D. If in the next 30 years we attempt to consumo the
same amount used in the past 30 years, will we
run dut of reserves? Out of ultimately re-
coverable resources of natural gas? -7. Ex-
plain your answers.

4. A. How many symbols 11 'would be required to
represent the amount of natural gas reserves?

a How many symbols would be required to repres-
ent the amount of ultimately recoverable natural
gas?

5. A.How much natural gas was consumed in
1970-1974?

How many symbols are used to represent this.
quantity?

B.Color this many symbols in each row after
1970.1974 Until the total number of symbols

equals the reserves of natural gas. In what five-

year period would the reserves be totally con-
sumed? What is the Motif, of the
United States reserve_s of natural gas at'a constant
consumption rate?

C.Similarly, color the number of symbols in your
answer to -in each row until the ultimately re-
coverable resources of natural as are totally
consumed.. In what .five-year period does this
occur? What is the lifetime of *le
ultimately recoverable United Statei supplies of
natural gas at a constant consumption rate?
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Natural Gas Consumption
Past and Future
Incretasing Future Demand
GROUP B TASKS

Are there sufficient United States supplies of natural
gas to meet future demand? What are the lifetimes of
United States supplies of natural gas? Complete the
following tasks to find out.

1. Examine the accompanying graph.

A. What are the-units of the scale at the tot)?

B. How much natural gas does each
symbol represent?

C. Draw the number of symboli which would repro -,"
sent:

20 trillion cubic feet

13 trillion cubic feet

trillion cubic feet'

T4e abbreviation for trillion cubic feet TCF.

3. Estimates of the supply of natural gas in the United
States are:

Ultimately
Reserves recoverable

Natural Gas
(in trillion 290 2,390
cubic feet)

A. Calculate from your table or graph the total
amount of natural gas consumed in the past 30
years (1945-1974).

B. Is this amount greater than, equal to, or less than
the reserves of natural gas?

C. Is It greater than, equal to, or less than the amount
ultimately recoverable?

D. If in the next 30 years we attempt to consume the
same amount uses in the past 30 years, will we
run out of reserves? Out of ultimately re-,
coverable resources of natural gas? Ex-
plain your answers.

4. A. How many sumbols U would be required to
ropreisent the amount of natural gas reserves?

B. How many symbols would be required to repres-
ent the amount of ultimately recoverable natural
gas?

5. A realistic projection of future consumption of natural
gas is given by the following set of numbers:

2. Cqnstnict a table with the following headings:

Amount of Natural Gas Consumed O.

Years (in trillion cubic feet)

Demand
(in

trillion
cubic

Year feet)

1976.1979 126
1980-1984 134 1

1985-1989 141

1990-1994 150
1995 -1998 158

A. How many symbols
numbers? 126
141 TCF .,.....____11'150

B. 'Color the symbols
tive rrtaicjmum
natural cia

...year perio
is the life m
natural gas

Dement}
(in

trillion
cubic

Year feet)

2000.2064 168
2005.2009 177

2010-2014 188
20115-2019 , 199
2020.2024 210

are required
TCF r____ 134

TCF

Demand
(in

tnilion
Cubic

Yaw feet)

2026 -2029 221
2030-2034 234.
2Q35 -2039 24/
2040-2044 261

276

for e of these
TCF

1945-1949
1950-1954
1955-1959
1960-1964
1965-1969
1970-1974

A. Read the graph and enter into the table the
amount'mount of natural gas consumed in each five-year
period from 1945 to 1974.

B. Did demand Increase or decrease? How many
es greater.was the amount consumed in
0-19J4 than.the amount consumed in

1950 954?1-
y

How many times grediar vas United States
population in 19-70than in 1950? efer to work an
oil or see 1973tanac.) Is yours answer to 28,
the increase in e consumption of natural gas,
greater than, equal to, or less than the increase
in the United States population?

.,. -...., 158 TCF

in each row up to these-respep-
amounts until the reserves of
totally onsumed. In which We-
trif's our? What
thb United States

at an increasing consumption

_
reserves of

rate?

to the -maximum"
natural

in which five-
What

C. Similarly, color
amounts until
gas resources
year period does
is the lifetime
United States

in each row up
the ultimately recoverable
are totaiiy.consumear

this occur?
of the ultimately

supply of natural
ego

recoverable
gas?

7
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)IIt Coal Consumptloa .

Past and Future

4
Constant Future Demand
GROUP C TASKS

Are there sufficient United States supplies of coal to
meet future demand? What Is the lifetime of United
States supplies of coal? Complete the following tasks to
find out.

1. Examine Graph 1.

A. What are the units of the scale at the top?

B. How much coal does each pile of coal, pr symbol,
in the figure represent? -

C. Draw the number of symbols which. would repre-
sent:-

2 billion tons of coal

1 1/3 billion tons of coal

2.1/10 billion tons of coal

The abbroviation for a billion tons of coal is 8 tons.

2. Constnigt a table with the following headings:

Years

1945-1949
1950- }954
1955-1959
1960-1964
1965-1969
1970-1974,

Coral, Consumed.

A. Read le graph and enter into the table the
,,,. amount of coal consumed in eachfiye-yeer ROO

from 1945 through 104.. ._

B. Did the demand increase, decrease, or remain the
_same in Ow last-20 years? .. . How
many times greater. was the amount consumed in.- 1

1970-1974 than in 1950-1954? . ?,.

11 C.. How muph.dld the United States pOpulation ie-i
'crease from 1950 to 1970? (RefOr, to.. youLviork on '4

oil or see 1973'World Almanac.) 13

your answer to 28, `the change in consumption d
coal, -greater than, equal to, or less than the iry
creasein United, States population?

3. Estimates of the supply of coal in the United Stites.
-

are:

,
Reserves

Ultimately .

recoverable
Coal
(in billion 150 1,500
tons)

A. Calculate from your table or Graph 1 the total
amount of Coal consumed in the, oast 30 years
(1945 - 1974).

B. 13 this amount greater than, equal to, less than
the linked States reserves of coal?

Is it greater than, equal to, or
loss than the amount ultimately recoverable?

C. If In the next 30 years we attempt to consume.the
same amount used in the past 30 years, will we
run out of reserves? Will we run out of
ultimately recoverable resources of United States
coal? Explain your answers.

4. A. Flow many symbols would be required to repre-
sent the amount of United States coal reserves?

5.

.1_

B. How many symbols would be required to repre-
sent the amount of ultimately recoverable United
States resources of coal?

C.How many symbols would represent the total
amount of coal consumed in the 25-year period
1950-1974?

Enter this number of symbols on the first row of
Graph 2 and in every succeeding row until the
United States reserves of coal are totally con-
sumed.
During what 25-year period will the 'United States
reserves be totally consumed'?
What is the lifetime of coal reserves?

A. How many future 25-year periods are there; i.e.,
how many rows did it take to totally consume all of
the coal reserves?

8.1s this approximately the same number you
would obtain by dividing the amount of the re-
serves (160 billion tons) by the consumption in the
25-year -period 1960-1974 (see your answer to
4C)? -

C. you took your answer to 5A, the number of
25-year periads.:And multiplied it by 25 years, do
you Obtain the sortie answer as in 4C for the re-
serve lifetime? ,

Explain
8. Your answers to 5B and C.suggest an alternative

method for calculating resource lifetime when the
consumption remains constant,

, Using the estimate of 1,500 billion tons for ultimately
recoverable supply of United'States coal, calculate,
using this gfternative method, the lifetime of this
supply.

During what period wowid this supply be totally con-
'. .stimed?

4 7G
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GRAPH 1
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sa.

sub. bituminous

1. Fill in the names of the states that have coal reserves.

2. Can you tell from this map how many tons of coal we have in the
United States? Why or why not?

04,3. Notice that there are large deposits shown in Michigan, yet coal is
not mined there. Can you guess why not?

4. From looking at the map do you thinkthat the area you live in has
electricity produced from coal? Check with your local utility plant to
find out whether Or not you are right. 0;
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THE COAL STRIKE OP 1978
I

SCHOOLS CLOSE 0010

0.-
for 2 weeks )4.6

-i0c1tsc.
4,,b,c,1-Y"'" Detroit Lay Off 1,000 Workers

Is
eti$

4.0'°
LIGHTS OUT "CRIME INCREASE FEARED

President Orders Coal Miners
Back to Work

These headlines show some of the effects 'of the.long coal strike
-'of 1978. Which of these effects do you think are most serious?
Which tare least serious? 'Why?

II;why might schools be ordered closed during a shortage of coal?

wI

Wtp m.VhtyOu close industries?

. What other alternative are.available for dealing 34ith the
,shortage?

11
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Texas land for lignite
. ,

iy Anon K. Short
mutochat0 Koss

tu.
FAIRFIELD, Texas In a re-

gion better known for oil well
than strip mines, some of the na-
tion's biggest oil anctenergy coin-
pinies are quietly acquiring leases
on million* of,,acres of farm and
ranchland'.

The heavy investment in six
Gulf Coast states comes as COM:

pante' such as Phillips Coal Co:. A
subsidiary of Phillips Petroletun,
Exxon and 10 other energy con-
cerns anticipate aveal boost that
could forever change power ..nse
patterns in this region.. u

Lignite soft brown coal
somewhat dower and debar -. In
carboirr than -the peat bartisd try bz
some coast fees motet ruit,
section of the region.

ilbalSatigattlit
gas in question.-

Of, domestic sad imported-
Idle ana'ssitimated 35

la figwe
for

dove Kati;
_a.% and lelalassay

in,-eestoe..Tezas, where salt
water is ',InfitPing' into the *nous --.

oil fields, Ogle of the state's 23.4
. - owns. kit lignite are .already

dug 1 "three strip mines
ter medium of :Tex-

Ali elilstikutklitiest Eight generat-
-tv.- p. 1,0g piiints located right at the

mouth Vfthe consortium's mines
last 'year pmluced enough ilk--
tricity to meet the needs of a city

. o 2 millign.
Phillips Coal, -founded in Dallas

six years ago, new holds leaseaon
more than a million acres. while a !

dozen other major oil and coal
companies own lignite rights on
an additional 3.4 million acres in
Texas, Louisiana, Arkansas, Ten-.
uessee, Mississippi and Al"bama.

A recent study by the the Texikst Ilk

Bureau otFIconoink Geology esti-
matei the legion's lignite reserves
hal)e the energy content of more
than double its proven oil and nat-
ural Os reservescombined.

As a result, lignite mining along ,t
the burgeoning Gulf Coast is pro-,.
acted

38
to soar from 30 m

year to as much as 1 mil-
million tons .

lion tons by 1990. Barely a decade
ago, only 2 million tons4a year
were being mined In the six-state
region, the bureau said.

James Van Reenanis vice presi-
dent for marketing of Philliep
Coal, said lignite is fast becominic
the fuel Of choice for the region's
utility companies and heavy in-

411

4!

As a fuel, Gulf Coast lignite is
only slightly less efficient than

- Western coal and transportation
costs are almost non-existent be-

:.cause the plants are -near the
mines, Van Raman said. And it's
easier to reclaim strip-mined land
along the flat: verdant Gulf Coast
than in the arid coal fields of Wyo-

andtiortb Dante, he added.
soft, chunky lignite resern-

in appearance and
owes Its existence to

the same geological process that
.1: produced the Texas oilfields. The

process began 70 Million years
' :ago when apt covered a thick lay-

, er of plant matter along LW) Gulf

The foinilized remains of the
vegetatieg are lignite, which lies
t0 to 200 feet below the-surface in
a giant black blanket spreid from
the Texts-Mexico border to Ala-
hams, and Kentucky. Older depos-
its of organic materials became
pockets of oil and natural gas.
*. 412zion is Osigning a proposed
$4 billion synthetic fuels plant to

111 It

blew

. 4 t

,

I

44



process Texas lignite into a synthetic crude -petroleum which, inturn, could be used to produce syn-thetic gas.
If the company goes ahead with .the plant, lignite mining would be-gin near Troup, Texas, in 1986.

About 600 million tons of lignitewould be mined during the lispOfthe plant.
Phillips, which also is thinking

about building a ynfueLs plantalong the Gulf Coast, has alreadysigned contracts to supply severalmine -moth power plants in Loui-siana with lignite.
neginuing in 1984, Phillips willcharge Cahn Electric Mover Co- ioperative %ton for lignite de-livered to . 's pioposed powerplants 40 miles south of Shre-veport. In. comparison, lignite de-livered to Houston from North Da-Irma coats about. -Pa a. tom whichincludes rail costs of more than$20 a ton, Van Heenan said.

Although the Gulf Coast deposit,is the second largest in the United'States North Dakota's is thelargest at 550 billion tons onlyooe of the region's six states, Tex-as, Is now burning lignite to lighthotnes and fectories.
Texas Utilities Generating Co.operates eight electrical generat-ing units at three lignite mines.Together, the plants produce 5,300'1. megawatts of power enough toserve a community .larger thanHouston or Dallas. Six othertutili-ties say they plan to operate lig-nite-fired plants in Texas by1989.

Lignite development isn't newto Texas, says state geologist Wil-

liliam Kaiser. In 1929, 60 percent ofall electricity produced in Texascame from coal-fired plants. Butas oil and natural gas depositswere discovered, lignite' fell intodisfavor because of mining -costsand lower energy efficiency.
ifIn 1980, the three utilities thatmake up Teias Utilities Generat-tug Co. satisfied one-ekirth of Tex-as' total energy detnanda by burn-.lug lignite.
"You might say 'Texas has en-tered its second phase

mining, the modern era noughtIon by the price and avails ility ofnative' gas,"-said Kaiser.
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. USES OF ma..
e.

I. Chemical content and olaSsification

II. Coal as a fuel
A. Past and present use
B. Future predictions
C. Coal as a fraction of total energy sources
D. Production of electricity

11

11

I

I

1

1117-)

III. Coal as a raw material
A. Coke production
B. Coal proddcts

C. ciasifidationand hydrogenation

IV. History ,of C001. U30
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Objectivea,-Studentewill be able to list the four types of coals, their heating
values, and discuss their uses.

The Uses of Goal

.__.- f,

The chemical composition and mOntUre content are the two things that

.11

determine how coal is used. Coal is not a true mineral. It does not have
a fixed chemical formula. All coal consists of certain ksolids and moisture.
The solids are composed chiefly of the elements carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen,
oxygen and sulfur. But coal varies widelyin the amount of each element it has
as well as.in,its.moisture content.' Thus, no two depoaits of coal are exactly
alike in their mike-up... t

.1:

. '' Coal le ,uqually classified according to how much carbon it contains. There
.11 ; are four maim greuVe of.coal. The carbon content decreases from 1 to 4.

. - I.'. ahthracites
2: -bitumfnods
3. subbituminous

'14. lignites' (brown coa

: The antIhracites have.the greateat carbon content. The highest ranking
, anthracites contain aboUt,90 % carbon. The lowest wanking lignites have a

0Carbon Content of only about 3:%. Thui anthraciteS And bituminous Coals *
. . .

h#4e a higher .heating value than do subbituminous and. lignite -oafs. The
riloistury e,:ontent increases as? you go dOwnJ,heritnk: -Mating value refers to

.

thenamount,or heat if;given amount qf coPlwill.prodUce when burned.
- BituMinoUs coals are by far' the host plentiful and widely in use ofl the

11 ' major ranks. They qre the only, .onis suited to mike coke.sAnthiacites are hard
to. ignite and burn SlowiY. Thies they:arehnsuited to.todaytS standard method
of producing electricity from coai: Anthrathites are-also the least plentiful

.

11 ofttheefour'*ks.?ess,tharl-1 % of the coal fouild.in theUnitedStates is

. , .

,

-Quest4ons. 1-
. .

1. What two things ,mainly dettFnmine the 'Way in Which coal is used?

.,?, cal not.a true-4nel4a12 , ,

II, Wha,,are the 5 cnlei eleme s found in coal?

k

14"
L. Hank.the

4
four main classepi ,f coal from the loviestIleatinsF value to the highest.

.

,

. 5.t How doe the moisture content of coal Affect the heating value of coal?

.

II Which .type- of coal is.most.widely used in the .6.54
o

7., Which type-of coal.,:is the least . plentiful?

1

Why vire anthracited unsuited LQ toddy's standard methqa of producing.
elettrieity from coel?

t,



Activity Master 6

How Coat is Used
TMs activity fellows coal front the mine to your electric light.

5.

4.

I

d.

YAW

1. Coal is mined either by surface or under-
ground mining. Before it leaves the mine,
it is often cleaned, crushed, and sorted.

2. -About 2/3- of our coal is transported by
rail. much of it in special cars. One coal
train can carry as much as 10,000 tons
per trip.

3. 46 Iwo :pint of U.S. electrical generators
are powered by coil. Power plants burn
cosh to turn water into steam. The steam
turns a turbine. a series of wheels with

oil/sines like a windmill. The turbine rotates
coils of wire in a generator through-a
magnetic field to produce electricity.

4. Electricity is transported on wires at very
high voltages. Electricity is usually not
shipped more than 600 miles by wire be-
calAe of expense and loss of energy.
Only 26 percent of'the original energy
remains when the electricity is'used.

I5. Electricity lights the lamps in ur home.
Now many other uses of electricity in
your home can you name? Write them on
the back of this paper. Then place a star .
before those you think you could do

. without.

Bowie Facts About Coal O.

Decide whether each of the following facts is a problem (P) or an opportunity (0). Put a Por an 0or both in each blank. bn.t he bapf this sheet, writedown ways some of the
probleres Could be overcome. Compare la'eas'with your classmates.

1. 90 percent of U.St fossil fuel reserves
(coal. oil, hatural 'gas) are coal.

2. Some deep mines are dangerous.

3. 50 percent of our mineable coal is on the
western United States.

4. We have enough coal to last for 350
years. at.current level of use.

5. Mining coal can cause damage.° the
environment.

6. In the future, we will rely more on coal

9.1

as a source for synthetic oil and gas.



Objective. Student will unscramble coal

410

vocabulary using clues.given by each word.

WORD SCRAMBLE-. COAL

II .

1. D]OSLS All caol consists of moisture and

2.

..........
.

SHTTGARHTNA Coal with the greatest carbon content

II 3. flUITIBSOUN Most widely used coal type

II4. SLEITOIN Brown coals

5. TUINGEA ULAVE Amount of heat a given amount of coal
will produce,

It 6. ABRNOC Element found in coal

7: LFUUSR Impurity found in coal

B. LCTEEIRCYIT Coal is the Ida used chiefly Tin the
production of

9. FLUSUR IODIDXE Poisonous gas that comes from burning coal

50% of this coal type in the U.S.
has medium or high sulfur content

10. TIBSUMINOU

1

9`)
41
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Objective- Student will be able to graph the usage of coal in the U.S.

USES OF COAL IN THE UNITED STATES

i

III

According-to the 1976 U.S. Dept. of Energy figures, 663,228,000 snort
to of coal were consumed or,exported. Using the informstion'below, com-
pl e the graph below.

1 S - heating

9 - exports

A

9 96 - general induStties

13 too coking coal -,

0."'"'L'

- electric power

I `i

-10

93



Objective- Students will be able to graph present and futUre energy nourcqa for*
the United States, and then specifically determine the role of coal
as a fuel source.

Energy Use Now and Future Predictions

Int he U.S., we use oil, gas and coal to proyide moSt..of our energy: Oil
or petroleum accounts for about hh of all the energy we use, natural gis
accounts\for about 31 percent, and coal'providea about 18 %. Uranium provides
only abodc4 % and water power provides 3

Oil and gas. are cleaner fuels to burn than coal, but our supplies of them
are very small compared to the amount of coal that we have. Looking into the
future, we see that oil left in the 6round makes up only about 3% of the total
fuels we have left. Shale oil makes up 7 14 Gas makes up h % and uranium also
provides 4 But if we look at how much coal we have in the gound, we see that
it makes up more than 80 % of the fuel we have left in the United-States. Ve
have more than 430 billion tomsof coal in the gound that we can mine-in ways
that are largely used today. That is enough coal to last 200-300 years or more.

Using this information, fill in the graphs that follow.

r
a.

WV

t

J

9,1
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"wag U.S. ENERGY COMES FROM TODAY

U.S.: FUELS FOR THE FUTURE

a

ae

* Complete these graphs bu using information found in the preceding activity.
Give percent and name-of fuel.

4- . 4
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ObjeCtive- Students will be able to answer and *discuss questions concerning the
use of.coal as a fuel.

COAL AS A FUEL

Coal is a lisefni fuel because it is abundant end has a relatively high
heating value. But coal has certain impurities tntA limit its uaefulhess
as a puel. These impurities include sulfur- and va!Tous minerals. As coal
is-burned, most of the suldfUr combines with oxygen and.forms'i poisonous
gas called sulfUr dioxide/ (302). Most of the minerals turn into ash. A

Low-sulfur coals or &wils With a sulfur bontent(of less than 1 per cent,.
can be burned without adding harmfUl amounts o1 SO2 to the air. But medium and
high-sulfur coals"(cdals with more than 1% sulfur) can -cause serious air

)'pollution if they are burned In large quantities without proper safeguards.
The-htgh coat oft'these safeguards has greatly restricted ths.use of coal as a
fUelj.

Coal IA chiefly used to produce electricity. Electric power plants use .

more than two-tWda of the'coal mined in the United States.

II1. What main impurities are found in coal?
110

1

2. What *poisonous gas is formed when sulfur combines with oxygen? .

3. .What_type of coal can be burned safely withOut taking extra safeguards?.

J. What is coal chiefly used for?

II
5. What per cent, of the coal mined in the U.S. is used to produce electricity?



1 HOW .MUCH
METHANE

TA(

CAN YOU C
IN 2 DAYS F qm
1/2 CUP OF COAL?

MATERIALS:
Soft or bitumino-coal
Funnel, 9ucirt jar, water.

--Test tube, rubber band

Fill 'eft 14.r
.
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Do
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After the tube seems to pe-filled,"will the coal still
give off methaneg,ds?:How can you find out?



OTHER IDEAS TO EXPL

Will the methane
u collected

burp?

4

'

RE.**

.1

m

emove the test tube and
put your thumb over the
top: .

,.

Light a.tiiatch and turn
test tube upright. Let the
gas cwt. What happens?

II

Why is mining
a dangerotis
occupation?

1
Scoot/iris Activities In Energy
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,

0

;

.
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Objectiye- Students will graph U.S. coal consumption since 1900.

U.S. Dept. Of Energy Data

Fill, in the graph that follows using thefollowing data

Year Millions of tens useId (approximate figurei)

1400 .275

450

1920

1910
.

5504

I1930

194o

1950

1960

1970

1979

I

1

11

1475

485
4

500

400

525
4

650

5'

t

J

A
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9
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1

. , 4
Objective-'Students will graph the percent. df coal. use vi. total-energy

consumption in the U.S. ain9e;1900. .

) b.

U.S. Dept. of EnergY'Data,

Year

1,900

. 1219-

.1920

1930

1940

Percent- -..

96

..90

88

68

'58

190

1960 23

1970

1979 18

,

4.

I

-

4.4

I

ti

1

* For extra credit, make one graph showing both.seta of data on both of the
preceding graphs.. .
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1.
Objective:- Students will. answer questions on coal used In the production of

electricity.

COAL IN TIE PRODUCTION OF ELECTRICITY

In the U.S., the great majority of electric power plants are steam turbines.I .High pressured steam is used-to generate electricity. The steam spins the wheels'
of turbines-which drive the 'generators that produce electricity. About 80% of :
the electricity used in the U.S. is produced in tails wiT, and coal.burning.plants

,- account for most of this output.
2.

Bituminous coals have long been the preferred coals for electric power.

-production. These are the most plentiful .coals and. have- the highest heating value.

11

But. 50% of our nation's bituminoUs coal haa a medium'or high sulfur content. But
nearly alI the subbituminour and lignite.:coals in the U.S. have a sulfur content ,

of less than 1%; So to meet. federal and state pollution standards mere and more
power plants have switched from bituminous coal to.subbituminous;Orlignite.

.

11

1. Why is bituminous coal no longer the moat preferable coal for.generating

11

'electric power?

1.

2. In the U.S., most of our electric power plants are .

3. Coal is used in these plants to make steam. How is the steam used to R
produce electricity?'

In Europe and Asia, coal is widely used for heating homes and other buildings.
But in the U.S., natural gas and fuel oil have almost entirely replaced coal as
a heating fuel. However since the rising cost of oil and natural gas and other
fuels, some factories and commercial tuildings have switched back to coal.
Anthracites are the cleanest burning coals, so they.,Jire prefltrred for heating
homei. But since anthracites are the most expenerfecoals, bituminous coals
are often used. It takes larger quantities of subbituminous and lignite coals
to heat effectively, so they are seldom ,used.

1. What has happened to cause industries. to switch back to coal use?

2. What coal type is preferred for home heating?

3. In the U.S., what other fuels have almost replaces coal as a heating fuel?

1

1
A
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11.

Coal Car'
The scramble for petroleum has final-
ly provided the auto industry with an
incentive to experiment with electric
cars and diesel engines. In Juno, Gen-
eral Motors demonstrated another type
of car, a coal-fired vehicle that the
company's executives hope may be the
one to free Americana from their heavy
reliance on oil.

The two prototype cars burned coal
that was ground finer than confection-
ers' sugar. A stream of compressed
air carried the coal from a tank ,to the
engine, where in the process of burn-
ing it became a gas, compressed enough
to drive the turbine.

According to Albert Bell, who is in
(charge of the project, coal cars have
become feasible only since new pro-
cessing methodi have made it possible
to grind )coal to an ultrafine powder
that burns well.

The coal, car's engine will have to
be developed further before the vehi-
cle can be placed on the market, Bell
adds, and powdered coal will have to
be made commercially available. When
it is, General Motors estimates, it could
be produced. at $4 per million BTUs
(British thermal units); crude oil costs

'I

more tlidn $7 per million BTUs. "De-
spite the advantages of inexpeniiive and
plentiful coal," adds Bell. "companies
will have to set up commercial plants
that refine the black fuel before coal
cars become a reality.",

a



I . 'Objective Students will be able to list raw materials made- from coal and
, ... understand their'-value'ittour modern world. ,

et

IN COAL AS A RAW MATERIAL

'Many substah8es mauls from coal nerve atkraw materials in manufacturing.
Gone is the moat- widely used qf these sunstances. Coke is made by heating
bituminous coal to about 2000' F (1100°C) to an airtight oven. The lack of(
oxygen (02) prevehts.the coal from burning. The heat changes some of the11 solids in the coal intogases.t/The.remaining solid matter ts.coke: Coke isa hard, foe:milks mass of-nearly pure carbon. It, takes about 1; short tons of,'bituminous coal to produce 1 short ton of oeke.

II Most coking plants are parts n
produced
of a steel-mi

U.S. is used to make iron and steel.
The mill burns coke with iron

About 90% of the coke roduced in the

ore and limestone to change the ore into the pure iron required to make steel.
This coke making procesa is &tiled carbonization. Some of the gases producedMing carbonization turn into liquid ammonia and ooal tar as they cool.0 Through.ftrther proceising,'sbme of thejremaining gases change into light oil. Ammonia,coal(tarjand light are used to make,; such products as drugs, dyes and fertilizers.Coal o1. for road, surfacingoand roofing. Some of the gas produced
during carboniiation-does not become liquid. The coal gas burns like-natural,
gas, but it has a lower heating value and gives off large amounts of soot as it

11
burns. Thus coal gas .s wied chiefly at the plants where it is produced. Itprovides heat for the coke and ateel*making process.

I
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I

1

1

COAL 4
In 197h, every person the U.S.:used about thirteen pounds o

every day. 3ut most peoplelhever see any of the coal they used. Coil
has many uties as oars be seen-from the list below.

4

electricity 1

lighting*
heating f-f. A
steel- autos, trucks, ships, railroad cars, stoves, refrigeraters, washing machines, .

buildings, bicycles, bridges
cement M

rubbet
.man -made fibes such a9 nylon
drugs such as aspirin
perfumes
food flavorings
dyes
paint
plastics
waterproofing materials
phonograph records
explosives
insecticides
lead pencils
benzene
carbon
coal tar
'coke

creosote
toluene

109
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,

.objective- Students will be9ome aware of coal research prbsesSee and their
projected use in our energy future. .

4

GASIFICATION AND FURTHER RESEARCH

Gas can be produced Ppmm coal directly by various methods. The simplest
gasification method involves burning coal in the presence of fqrced air Or
steam. The resulting gas has a low heating value and produces soot. Coal
can be used to make high energy liquid fuels such as gasoline Bn0 fuel oil.
The present methods of producing these\fuela from coal are costly and complex.
Researchers are working on maks to deyelop Cheaper and simpler methods.
Underground gasification techniques are also being researched.

Other 'research is being' -delle in the area of hydrogenation orliquefaction.
In a typical method, a mixture IN pulverized coal and oil is treated with
hydrogen gas at high temperatures and under great pressure. The hydrogen
gradually combines with the carbommolecules, forming a liquidfuel. This

II , process,can produce such high-energy fuels as gasoline and fuel oil if
sufficient-hydrogen is'added. Again this method is c...stly a4d more research

11

is needed, but plants have been Set up for this process.

1

1,

1. Describe a simple gaalcation process.

.2. Describe a typical method of liqueftiCtion or hydrogenation,

3. Why are these processes not used on a large scale now?



II

Objective- Students will become acquainted. wl.th the, history of coal use in

our world. .

.

V. 65 ')

I. .

HISTORY OF 90AL USE
.r

.

No one knows when people first discovered that doe]: could be-burned to

I )rovide hilat, The Chinese weirejlti, first people to develop a coal industry,

and by A.D. 300'3, they were 'wiling coal to heat buildings and smelt metals.
Id Europe, coal was not widely used until the 1600's when a wood shortage-

11 developed- England became the leading coal producer by the*late 1600's until

.. t

the late 1800's. The process of making coke was developed In England by

I
brews. In 1710, coal became the chief fuel for iron making. As the'
industrial process developed, and especially with the Industrial jlovolutiOn,
coal became even more 'important. in Eubope and in North America.

North American Indians used coal for baking pottery long before the first

I
white settlers arrived. In'the 1800's, coal became important In manufacturing
and in transportation (steam powered engines). By the late 1800's, the U.S.
.replaced England as the worldla leading coil producer. In the*1950's, as 'the

II

use of petroleum and natural gas increased in the U.S.,. Russia gurpassed the
U.S. in world coal production.

The growing scarcity of petroleum and natural gas has led to_a sharp rise

II
estimates, the production of coal will double in the U.S. by 1985., Ttle in-

in the demand for coal. According to pome,U.S. government statistics and

creased output' would be used for electricity production mainly: Coal oxports
are expected to increase also. The use of coal will depend upon many. factors.
IIsuch as conservation, demand for energy and oil and alternative gas availability.

i

.
.

1E

1 1. When did coal becom4mportant as a fuel in'the United States? lei*?

11 2. ;flat caused a decrease in coal production in the U.S. in the 1950's?

II3. Aresently, what has led to an increase in coal. production and use in the U.S.?

L. 'Who first industrialized coal use?

I
5. In the future, coal will 'be,primarily used to produce

A

I

A
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1
True, or False /

1. Coal is* true mineral.
, .

Op- Uses of Cola

I a. Coal is usuallyclasaifiedbb; amount of carbonFit oontains.
, At

3. Lignites have the greattest heating value of all coal types.

1s. Coal provides about 18% of our energy, needs in the U.S...1.1.0.

5. Our government predictithat leal use will docreaae in the next rive years.

6, Research is being done in using coal to fuel cars.

7. *66genation is a process where Coal is,treated with hydrogen gas to
form a liquid fuel.

It 19. .Coal was. first used:industrially in England.

9. Coal gait .hsq,a high.heating value and is pollution frees

I. 10,,Liquefction is a-process where coal ii made into a liquid fuel.

1

.: 1. In the U.S., there is enough coal to last A) 20 years
B).200-300 years
,C) 1000 yelra

. .

2. The moat widely used coal type is' A) anthracite. B) bituminous C) lignite

A poisonous gs0(that is given off when coal is_burned is A) CO2 8)W2.
C) 502

h. Coal. that is beat for heeting homes is A) anthracite 011
i14E4altPtuminous

5. The chief use for coal is A) raw materials
C) home heating.

B) the production of,electricity

II
Which is not a ram material or by-product of coal? A) perfume B)coke

C) ammonia \`4)sugir
.

.

. `-

11 7. Coke is made in a promo celled
. A) 'urbanisation; BYlicluefaction

II . C) gaaification '. D) nitureltzation

8. In 1950 in the U.S., 0:doal use increased because- was not convenien
II B) coal use increased because of industftal growth C) coal use .decreased

beciUse of the increase in Use of natural gas and petroleum.
,,:

.0111110111=swip
Ligniteas '414) t hi heat valUe and high sulfur content
B) a low heat va1ue and. low sulfur content C) A high sulfur content and

low heating value

11 10.. *The 2 thinge.that determine hoe' opal is used are A)' cheMidal content

.

, !

and, moisture content B). where it is mined and how it is transported
C) ihe energy shoriege. ind OPEC

_
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BEHAVIORAL OBjECTIVES:

(1) The student should be able, to write' the chemical formulas

fors Sulfur dioxide, carbon monoxide,' carbon dioxide, and
water.

(2) The student should pr. able to list 5.major air pollutants

produced from coal combuption and list major environmental

effects of each pollutant.

(3) The student should be able to define 12 'arms 'related to;

environmental effects of coal use.

(4) The student should be able to describe, in genoral,the

-steps of "strip mining" for coal And the procas of re-

clamation of strip. ml.ned land.

(5) The siudent'shoLd be able to deMonstftte the complexity

t of the issues of energy:useAnvironmental prOblems.

41
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VOCABULARY LIST

aquatic' -- refers to water

2. chlorophyll--green pigment_in plants necessary to. enable

plats to produce oxygen, and .sugar from sunlight, water,

and oarbon dioxide.
.

3. combustion-- burning

4. corrosion-- wearing away of solids, especially by chemical

action

5. emit - -give off, produce, send iorth, release-. /

6. fly ash--solid particles produced by burning of a substance

ipplw= parts per million

8. reclamation--reStoring'strip mined lands to a %suable"

condition

9. sedimentation- -solid particles (usually soil) that settle

into water (itreams, ponds, 'etc)

10. siltation--(see sedimAtation)

11. thermal pollution- -addition of heat to the enlieonment,
usually to a body of.water

12. CO--chemical formula.for carbon monoxide i

13. CO2 --- "
D 9 dioxide

.

14. H
2
0-- is ii. 4. water

15. Se
2
-- " ' IS N sulfur dioxide

I

a
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V.S. Ives vest pesiir_vasenousk
-to Isar' Soo yea* or longer 2t present-
tilest Was. Only *bout. lq% of Our
emesy is now surpliu by coal.

.9.voenrnsot- worts ciould.
by sbskitutios .o.a cool for oil
retve-al 9*. AD gapes-att. ekcitricity.

140,41Aferi-iFyion't, bt. VaSyl
beAst4se. 40.

iy.96,06sve TECNtisqUE61
To meet clean air regulations, pollutants
In coal must be removed with costly
devices called "stack gas scrubbers," .
or by using expensive new gasification,
liquefaction, or other techniques.

poi...sown-opt PP.oe4.E.4401/45

Burning much greater amounts of coal
would worsen the "acid rain" prOblem.
The hot fumes from smokes ticks react
with moisture in the atmosphisre to fond
sulfuric acid, which returns to earth as

-acid rain -- with devastating effects on
plant and animV life.

jp44.5PoILIPTIO0 PP OBt.FKS
There is also the qt1iestIon of whether our
rundown railroads can haul enough coal
to meet our needs.

2
PoSSIBI.E.
C.A.APAATE, C-1-11).066..5

There are also fears
that if too much coal
Is burned our climate
might be affected.
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FACT.SHEET: WATER -POLLUTION

"Thermal Polltation"

Thermal pollution ks the additi of heated water into

riiersiand othetu-bodies of wat The burning or coal

releases immense amountcrof h at, muci4 of which is released

into some body of water. EoPegially at fault -are steam

generating. plants. that produje electricity.

eft

PROBLEMS'

(1) Warm water be,lds less oxygen .than cool water.

Aquatic life is affected.

(2) Most chemical reactions take
4
place faster in warm

water.

SOLUTIONS: OP

(1) Heat may be dissipated by doling towers or ponds.

(2) Sometimes the same water is used over and over for

cooling (ex: Gallatin Steam 'V.ant).

(3) Experiments are 44g carried 'out with catfish grown-

. in the.,parmer discharge water. Good results have been

obtained so far.

o
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FACT SHEET* WATER POLLUTION

."Sedimentation"

Sedimentation oft

suspended 34n,

Sedimentation

'PROBLEMS:,

O

e

en refers to soil particles that become

or fall to the bottom af, streams and ponds.

is often the result of strip mining of coal.

(1) Siltation cuts down on the > amount of light 'entering

the water--plants thus grow poorly.

(2) Suspended silt in water -Gsorbs heat. Thus water

with significant amoun silt then to be warmer

than normal.

The eggs and larvae of some animals (especially shell-(3)

.1

fish) are very sensitive to silt.

(4) Silt makes welter unsuitable for drinking by humans.

(5) Silt causes Arasion to or of water animals.

SOLUTIONS:

(1) Careful management of strip mined land.

(2) Sedimentation p000ls for settling' water before

enters streams.

122
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. FACT SHEET1 WATER POLLUTION

"Acidity"

Acidity is the lowering of the ph concentration.inwaters.

Acid waters often are formed from coal mines (mainly deep

or shaft. mipes). The sulfur in the coal forms sulfuric

acid in water.

PROBLEMS:

(1) Many aquatic organisms are very specific as to the

ph of the environment in which they can exist,

(2) Acid water adds to the acidity of local water supplies.

SOLUTIONS:

(1)'Mine acid can be nautralized by using a base such as

limestone. (This is very expensive and also adds

"hardness" to the water.)

(2) Prevention of the entry of the acid water into the

local viably supply can be accomplished by dams on

strip mined landor the early establishment of ground

cover such as grass or trees on reclaimed stripped

72, land.

123



ViAfER POLLUTION 9

Direction: Words-and terms relating to water pollution are given

with the letters scrambled. Read the definition for eacE and un-
scramble the letters.
1. DTPSEEISIC

2. RIONCHEI

3. ARW WE$GAE

Poisonous chemicals often eventuaily de-
posited in our waters and used initially for
destroying insect pests
A chemical used to purify water and- de-

- stroy germs
Untreated wastes from sanitary sewers.

4. LATUPOTLN Any substance that pollutes the water_or
other substances

5..TRAMNETET ALPTN -- place where raw sewage is treated.be-
\ fore disposal

6. LEWFILID A Organisms other than huinan life which
7suffedrom water pollution

7. COLXITOOGY The science, dealing' with the detection,
effects, and antidotes for poisons

8. LASOPSID The act of eliminating' unwanted waste

9. TIONFURPICIA The act of making a substance free of con:-

I 10. ATHE
tamination . .
Discharged by power plants in the cooling

.
process and thereby upsetting the water.Iecology

11. MESDITEN Fine particles of matter which settle to the

1 bottom of water or other liquids
Water plant life which in norma1:amountsIhelp to maintain the oxygen balance' in

i lakes and streams
13. RLFEISREZTI Usually a combination of phosphates, ni-

trogen, and other plant nutrients used toIpromote plant growth; often. washed into
our waters and causing a sport in algaeI. growth with dire consequences ,

12. ALAEG

124



POLLUTION OF OUR WATER

2

111011W

ACROSS

may sick or die
by drinking water from pol-
luted streams.

4. , where goods are
made, often pol ute str ams.

5 water is safe to rink.
7. carry aisi

water from towns and cities
to streams. (2 words)

10. A place where sewage is
tMated (2 words)

12. Water running over __AI;
:n G stleum is n.:)t (Always safe

DOWN

36

4

2. The at of getting rid of some-
thing

3. . Cleo n in lakes or
streams is becoming hard to
find.

6. A cleaning product that often
pollutes our water

8. The largebody of salt water,
called an ., also
ha4 pollution.

9. A ship used for carryi(!g
n. Any chfm-!ic.:cli

dangerous to man. inc.v
It:te our stre,zrn).

125
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FACT SAEET: AIR POLLUTION

"Sulfur Dioxide" (SO2)

Sulfur dioxide is a gas produced primarily by coal combustion

(approximately 87% of all sulfur dioxide in the U.S. comes

from coal combustion- -Ohio is thought to be the state with

the heaviest SO
2

emission) A

PROBLEMS:

(1) "acid rain" is producedy the combination of SO
2

and water. Sulfur dioxidemay be transported hundreds

of miles in the air before it !falls out" as acid

rain. *

(a) acid rain corrodes marbled limestone, mortar;

teei, iron and zinc. (The Taj Mahal and

Parthenon show evidence of this)

'(b) Although.experts disagree,'-there is some evidence

that acid raip "spots" plant leaires and leaches

nutrients from them.

(c)Iiighly &cid waters affect` the development of;

fish eggs

in the .atmosphere

-,(a) increases the drying time of some paints
-

(b) high atmospheric concentrations of SO2 for

abort timesicauses dead areas on plant leaves;

lowOr atmospheric aoncentrations over a longer

period of time causes yellowing of leaves and

lowers, the amount of chlorophyll in a plant.

(c) SO
2
is absorbed by leather and consequently

weakens it

.(d) Paper absorbs W2 and bebomes discolored and

-*brittle.

SOLUTIONS(?),

(1) Burn xis 1.dlioltiAllpr-cpritent 'coal. A.:
.4

......,11 e s . ..-
t , ..
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(4)
(3)

Cleaning coal before burning it

Fluidized bed combustioncrushed coal is burned

in a bed of limestmewhich captures the sulfur

chemidally. Then the waste product is discarded

(another problem)..

(4) The 1977 Amendmontsio the Clean Air Act of 1970

reqqlres all new coat burning industries to use

smbkestack scrubbers to remove sulfur, and most

existing facilitiOs-to retro-fit scrubbers .when

feasible. (Most industries .consider, scrubbers un-

economical as they are efpensivetamd tend to

'break down often.)

.64*:

4 'Alk

Itleopatra's needle"
NYC is an example

of air pollution.
was sent to the
S. in 1880's.

1

,

This is, the east side
of the monument. The
inscription is clear
and legible.

.127

This is the west
side of the monument..
The chemicals in NV's
air, carried by the

prevailing westerly
winds , have destroy-
ed the' hietoglyphics
in 90 years!
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This picture shows on the left a healthy birch leaf.
On the right is the same leaf after 2 hours of exposure
to air containing two parts per million of sulfur di-
oxide.
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FACT SHEET: AIR POLLUTION

"Carbon Monoxide"
1

11
Carbon monoxide4(CO) is a gas produced by coal combustion

.

(in the U.S., automobi48 produce more than 180 times the .

II

.carbon.monoxide that coal combustion produces).
.

,
.. .

PROBLEMS:

1

1

1

1

4

- 4

(1) high levels.caude suffortatipn of' }iumans and animals

(2) very high levels my inh,ibi.t bacterial-nitrogen-

fixation of legume plants

'5:

SOLUTIONS:

experts seem to agree that no signifiCant impact on.

vegetation and animal .life is likely

a

p

0
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TACT SHEET: AIR POLLUTION

"Nitrous Oxides"

Nitrous oxide is a gas produced by coal combustion (however,

coal-combustion account for only 1/3 as much nitrous oxide

as do automobiles).

PROBLEMS:

(1) nitrous oxide affects people. and animals' respiration

(100 ppm is lethal tambst animals).

(2) causes damage to plants exposed to it--spotting, even

rotting (10 ppm =-a 60-70% decrease in the rate of

photosynthesis)

(3) can form "acid rain" when NO (nitroui dioxide) _combines

with water (H20) - .
, A, ',

(4) NO
2
and NO (nitrous oxide) are `main ingredients of,

photochemical smog (NO2 and NO react with sunlight ',_

to produce azime-703)--photochemical smog damages

,food crops :

100

I

0
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FACT. SHEET: AIR POLLUTION

"Carbon Dioxide"

Carbon dioxide is a gas produced naturally by plants and

by the combustion of coal.*

I

PRO)31;EMS:

(1) Carbon dioxide (CO
2
) in.the atmosphere causes- the

atmosphere to retain more of the sun's energy than

it now does. This could mitt° the averagetemper-

ature of the earth which could:

(A) Melt poar ice,caps if the earth's temperature

increases 7-12 degrees--this could flood coastal

areas as seas 'nose: 'This warming of. the earth

is often called the "greenhouse effect".

SOLUTIONS (?)

At the present the federal government has declared no

acceptable or official plicy'on CO2 emissions.

Sr,

* Since 1850 the amount of CO
2
in the atmosphere has increased

by 10 %. * of that` increase has occured in.the last 10

years. Predictions are that in 1990 theCO2 level will

be double what it was in the mid '70's. The National Energy

Plan I (1977) encouraged large users of oil and natural gas

to switch to coal when possible. Therefore levels of CO

from coal combustion will continue to rise.

131



FACT SHEET : AIR POLLUTDN

"Particles"

Particles (often called fly ash) are released into the air

by the combustion of coal.

PROBLEMS:

(1) Particles MAY interfere with photosyntheis in green

plants.

(2) Particles reduce visibility by scattering light.

(3) Particles speed up corrosinn of materials by serving

as nuclei to which moisture malt adhere.

(4) Particles may damage paint especially on cars.

(5) Particles may be decreas* the amount of the sun's

radiation reaching the earth.,

(6) Particles cause wear on substances by causing more

frequent cleaning-of surfaces.

SOLUTIONS':

.(l) Settling chambers may be used.

(2) Wet scrubbers may be used.

(3) Electrostatic precipitators may be used (thee() remove

99+% of fly ash.

t
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FACT SHEETS

"ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF STRIP- MINING

{SURFACE MINING) OF COAL" .

lutalaaouggiumg?
Some coal seams are near enough the earth's surface that

it is economically feasible and technologically possible

to "strip" off the covering earth to reach the coal.

Eno Mous machines ("Big Muskia"--the world's largest

e th mover can scoop 325 TONS of earth in one bite)

,stoop off the earth and dig out the coal. Until very
7
recent times, much of this damaged ("raped4) land was

left useless and unprotected.

WHAT ENVIRONMMTAL PROBLEMS ARE CAUSED BY STRIP MINING?

Wildlife habitats are destroyed by the changes in land.

Soil erodes and is often deposited into local streams.

Sulfuric acid is formed from water running over exposed

coal.

Land and property values near strip minig sites often

decline in value.

Un-reclained land is an eye-sore (visual pollution).

Flooding often scours due to lack of 'cover crops (grasses,

,tre,es ) on stripped hills.

WHAT SOLUTIONS ARE THERE?

In 1977 the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation

Act (SMCRA) was passed by the federal. government.

This,law requires, mine operators to plan reclamation

(to 'ecological vitality) of land before they are issued

a permit to mine; to provide for inspections and

.penalities for violations of strip mining operations.

The power ,of enforping this law lies mainly with the

fifty states.

Reclamation involves soil studes and wildlife studes
\-1
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1

I

before mining begins. It also requires that wate

quality tests be carried out during the mining operation.

Many small mining companie6 cannot afford the cost of

these procedures. The mining compitp is to reclaim the

land, not necessarily to its original state but "to

avoid or correct damage to land and waters of the vi-

cinity, and leave the area in a usable condition".

Grading of land and planting of some cover (grass, shrubs,

etc.) is done to wevent soil ero,on and begin re-vegeta-

tion. Sometimes reclamation takes place as the mining

proceeds.

45^-
40110,4.

I v
gt.b 1146 .

11

1
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1

AIR POLLUVON
4

9

ACROSS
4. Any substance that pollutes other substances or materials
6. The escape of gases into the air from an engine',
7. The motion or process of burning
9, The often carries air pollution to other areas.

10. A manufacturing plant that often pollutes the air
11. Air pollution may cause disposes.
12. A mixture of smoke and fog found in many large cities
13. A chimney oT pipe that discharges smoke into the air

DOWN \
1. 'The result of being made impure by mixture or contact
2. A transportation vehicle usually guilty of polluting the air
3. The quality or state displaying a lack of purity
5. Being capable of emitting particles of radiation
8. The part of the living body first affected by air pollution

137



Instructions:

ACTIVITY,

"What does it mean"

(1) Choose one of the following cartoons. Discuss ,

on paper what you think it means.

v

e.5
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WHY YES ;Tit D

C. TRUCKS DO GO

I-OAT-AWAY. HOW'D YOU A
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...And Finally, Mr. President,
You're Absolutely ROht To

Trust Us In Private &inns
To liandle lliCs'elean Air
Problem Without Government
interference !

sincerethetc..

10
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FACT WET: COAL MINE SAFETY

Most mine accidents occur in underground mines rather than

surface mines. Since 1900, more than'100, 000 miners have

` been killed in U.S. coal mines.

Mine accidents fall into 4 basic categoriesc

(1) accidents involving machinery (the majority of

strip mining accidents are of this type).

(2) accidents involving roof and wall failures of

mines.

(3) Accumulations of gases in mines.'

(4) comentletions of coal dust. .

SOLUTIONS:

(1), To help prevent accidents involving machinery (and

all other accitdente) all new Miners are given a

course in mine saiety. .

V a.

(2) Mining engineering helps. prevent roOr.and wall

'failures. As-cOal is dug out, pillars of coal are

left to help support the "roof" of. the'mine. Bolts

ar4 also-used in the roof structure.

(3) Methane occurs naturally in coal seams. Methane of -

5-15% in air can cause a violent explosion. Carbon

dioxide (CO) is a poisonolis.gas that causes suffora:

tion. Blasting in an underground mine may produce

dangerous levels of CO'. A powerful fan at the.

surfaceof the mine forces fresh air in and polluted

air out. All underground mines have an automatic

methane detector that shuts the mine down if methane'

levels reach 2% or more.

(4) Coal dust,mixed with*Methapeis explosive. Coal

dust 'particles. are also responsible for the res-

piratory disease "black lung". Coal dust is con-

trolled by straying the mine surfaces with water and

powdered liniestone which dilutes the coal dust.

.,..
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EVALUATION, ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS IN USING COAL AND MINE SAFETY

.match 11610 the le; 'ter, tha answer. Some answers will be

'used040RE than ONE TIME111111

1.,. Main opmponent of 'photochemical smog

2. If levcile sot high enough, may raise

::the average temperature of the A. carbon monokide

earth*AtmoOpher4
partialqs:lormed.frpm burning

4. electrostatid precipitators are
1

_usecito remove- this. Tolluant B. sulfur dioxide

a gasmapabIe of .sutocating C. carbon dioxide
: :.-.

6.. an air pollutant that is produce Mainly

by coh dombustion

i-gas that. might be eliminated

by.bur4ing law sulfur coal D. nitrous oxides
s

cuts down on the amount of light

entering a stream when it is

Present in the stream

9. a ."Major" problem

reslating from strip

miing

10. haavy concentrations may reduce

visibility by scattering-sunlight

(also damages paintespeCially on

automobiles)

142
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114 List one effect, of "acid rain".

12e Explain how coal combustion can cause acid rain.

13. What is meant by the ugreehouse effect"?

14. What are the purposes of strip mine reclamation?

match put letter of correct answer in blank

15. thermal pollution

1ff

photosynthesis

combustion

reclamation

19. chlorophyll

20. aquatic

oa.

a. green pigment used by,plants
in making food

b. refers to water

c. refers to burning

d. process by which green
plants produce sugar
and oxygen

e refers to adding' heat to

the environment,. (uSually

adding hot water to cooler

water)

f. process of making strip

tlinedjand "usuableft
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_Discusp

21. What is the major way that dangerous gases areAtnaged

in underground mines?

22. SO
2

is the chemibal "formula for

23. CO is the chemical formula for

24. H20 is the chemical formula for _ 4

25. CO
2
is the chemical formula for
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Health Problems Associated with Coal

Respiratory. Structures

II. ,Health Disorders Related to Coal Mining
1

A. Pneumoconiosis

B. Silicosis-.

C. Anthracosilicosis - Coal Worker's Pneumoconicsist

III. The Effects of the Combustion of Coal on Humanly

A. Particulates

B. Carbon Monoxide

C. Sulfur Oxides

B. Nitrogen Oxides

E. Hydrocarbons

A
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1

Behavioral Objectives

At the end of this unit, the student will be able to:

4

1. describe the differences between internal respiration and external
respiration.

.2. label a diagram of the respiratory structures.

3. match a description, with the correct respiratory structure.

4. tvace the path of a molecule of oxygen from the time it enters the
respiratoryilystem until it is absorbed by the blood. Listing over
what structures it passes, and describing the effects each has on,
the. oxygen molecule.

S. list six factors whiCh appear to be associated with the development
of silicosis.

6. describe .how particle size affects the contraction of silicosis.

7. define - silicosis, pneumoconiosis, anthracosilicosis, and ant acosi

8. describe how "the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1 69 has
improved the working conditions of miners.

9, describe some physical-symptoms associated with silicosis.

II10. describe how the upper respiratory system provides
mechanism for the body.

I/ 11. list five occupation.. Commonly associated with silicosis.

12. list five primary. pollutants found in the atmosphere..

II 13

11 14.

I/ 15. describe how sulfur oxides affect the body.

16. describe how nitrogen oxides affect the body.

17. describe how hydrocarbons affect the body.

18., describe how particulates..affect.t-he pody.

a protective

define particulate and pulmonary edema.

describe how carbon monoxide poses a threat to the health of humans.

... i
.

19 ,
ifiritrtbe-_chemical formulas for - sulfur dioxide, nitric oxide

\nitroiten-,dioxi4e,.carbaRI monoxide, carbon dioxide, cartOilthe$9.
.

and civhemoNlobin .-.,. . ,
'

-14 7
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Health Problem-s Associated with Coal

Since coal dust and the gases associated with the combustion of coal

Ihave their greatest effect on the respiratory system, a review of the

11

human respiratory structures may be presented in conjunction with this

'section of the unit.

IIby the .pressure of the.atmosphere and the action of certain.body:ausckes.

It functions to bring air into the lunge where oxygen is absorbeit by the

I/ blood, and to remove gaseous wastes brought from the body to,theiblood.

Respiration is a combination of two distinct processes, one mechanical,

the other chemical. ,External respiration is a mechanical process controlled

11
Internal respiration is the exchange of oxygen and. carbon dioxide between

the, body's cells and Vie fluids which circulate around them. This is a

11 chemical process.

The first part of the human respiratory system with which air normally

comes in contact is the nasal cavity. The nasal cavity is divided

rU4nternally into two smaller cavities by a wall, called the septum.

From the nasal cavity, the air enters the pharynx. . This is the region.

IIin the back of the mouth which serves as a passageway for Uoth air and

food. The lower end of the pharynx ends. at the glottis.. This is the

I/ Opening into the larynx, or voice box. The glottis is a narrow slit,

IIaround the rim of which-are the vocal cords, whose vibrations produce

sound. The epiglottis acts as 1, trap door to close the glottis during

11 *wallowing.

. The glottis opens into a roughly triangular Chamber. the-larynx, or

(It
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voice box. The larynx may be quite conspicuous in some men and it is

commonly, called thy Adam's apple.

II Its
walls are composed of alternate bands of membrane and cartilage..

This cartilage is quite firs but is also somewh elastic. Thus the .-

IIpartial rings of the trachea maintain an open passage for the air at

Below the larynx is the trachea or windpipe. The trachea is not a

perfectly round tube, being slightly flattened along the rear surface.

all _times. The liking .of, the trachea is composed of ciliated cells that

secrete mucus. The function of the cil4.a is to carry small particles

$ of debris from the lunge upward to the mouth or nasal cavity so that

they can be eliminated.

The lower part of the trachea divides into two parts, the bronchi.

IEach bronchus then divide's any times, each division having a Y-shaped

form. These small branches the bronchioles, eventually form a very .

IIlarge number of minute terminal branches which end in air sacs. This

huge number of smallest air passages affords an adequate pathway for. the

I/ passage of air-into the lungs and the exit Of gases from it.

The walls 'of the .air sacs have protruding pouches called alveoli.

It is through the walla of the alveoli that the actual exchange,of gases

$ takes place. Through the thin'walls.of the alveoli and, capillaries the

blood is able to obtain oxygen,from the air, and giafe up waste gases to

Ithe spaces.

149
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Place the following

heart
bronchiole
oral cavity
nasopharynx
laryngeal pharynx
esophagus

v

entire'
structure
outer area7.

1.

2.

4.

RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

labels on :the diagramt

trachea
left lung
right lung
bronchus'
epiglottis
lagynx

."'S"'"'"'"''""""'":'"""""4"."1.Y

nasal cavity
parietal pleura
pleura . cavity
pulmonary pleura
oral pharynx
nasal conchae
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ALVEOLAR AIR SACS RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

Place the following labels op the'diagram; bronchiole, pulmonary arteriole,
pulmonary venules

I

-
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Matching 1- Match the description on the right,with the correct term on the

left. Use letter answers. Two answers are used twice.

erramPlekwaxor

1. divides the nasal cavity into twe halves

2. a thin-walled structure through'the walls
of which the blood absorbs oxygen

3. sometimes called the Adam's apple

4. windpipe

5. the region in the back of the mouth cavity
which is a passageway for both food and

water
6. the trachea divides into a left and right

of this
7. the voice box

A.' passes downward from the pharynx anterior
to the esophagus

9. is used to 49se the glottis during swallowing

'10. a mechanical process of getting a*r in and
out of the body

Siert Answer

1. Trace the path taken by a molecule
the respiratory system until it is
what structures it passes, and the

A.

B.
C.
D.

E.
F.
G.'

IL.

alveoli
bronchus
epiglottis
external

respiratiph
larynx
pharyv
septum
trachea

of oxygen from:the time it enters
abSorbed by the blood. Tell over
effects each has on it.

II

2. Distinguish between members of the following pairs of terms:

IIA. air sac - alveolus-'4*

3

B. bronchus - bronchiole

C. glottis - epiglottis

D. pharynx - larynx°
R.

Describe the differences between internal respiration and external

respiration.
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Health Disorders Related to Coal Mining

II Ppouroopioilit

Pneumoconiosis is a general term which refers to dust retained in

the lungs. It is evident that everyone acquires some pneumoconiosis because

IIvarying amounts of particulate matter are retained in everyone's lungs.

The coal smoke or soot pigmentation of the lungs of industrial city

11 dwellers is a type of pneumoconiosis known as arithracosis. Autopsies.

have shown that the lungs of London dwellers have been black as a result

41 of coal soot since the reign of.the first Elizabeth, when England began

to use coal in quantity.

SilicpsAg

It is necessary to use specific terminology when speaking of various

pneumoconiosee due to occupational dust, exposures. The occupational .

inhalation of dust containing crystalline free silica (S1.02) is silicosis.

11 It results in fibrous nodules uniformly scattered in both lungs or the

formation of scar, tissue (fibrosis) which may be progressive with

increasing impairment of lung function.

11
Silicosis will occur in an industry, in which workers are exposed to

sufficient concentrations of dust containing free silica in crystalline

form in particle sizes belZiw five microns over a long enough period of

Itime. All types VX mining in which the ore is found in quartz rock have

produced silicosis.

Silicosis appears to develop as a result of certain factors., which are:

1. the percentage of free silica (SiO2) in the dust inhaled; 2. the

concentration of dust at the breathing leivel on the job; 3. 'the size of

the dust particlAs;

1

4. the mixture .of other dusts; 5. the time spent

X54



in this atmosphere; and, 6. individual differences is susceptibility.

Usually it takes at least five years of exposure to con...:-.1trations

11

of more than five million particles per cubic foot of dust with at least

fifty per cent silica content to produce clinical silicosis. But, this

Idoes vary with individual differences in susceptibility.

All particles that are larger than ten microns in size are filterbd

Iout by the protective mechanism of the upper respiratory tract and bronchi.

IDust particles less than five microns in size are carried by inhaled air to

the alveolar ducts. These particles are ongulfed by phagocytes and

IIcarried to the lymphatic 'stream and the pulmonary lymph 'nodes. Silica

causes an excessive build up of scar tissue cells which rlisults in

Irsilicotic nodules. When silica dust is excessive, individual nodules may

Ibecome large and numerous, and this may cause overdistension of the lungs.

The onset of silicosis is gradual and not recognized. Often it is

IIyears before a diagnosis can be made. Then shortness of breath on

exertion may precede other 'symptoms. Cough and wheezing appear next.

IIExpectoration of dark trey or black spectum occurs with respiratory

11

infections. When the third stage develops, there may be cheat pains.

Blood spitting usually means a complicating tuberculosis.

Pulmonary tuberculosis is the chief complication of silicosis.

The cellular .toxicity of silica 'tends to stimulate multiplication of

Itubercle bacilli. Silicotuberculosis often is prOkiiiiiii-sive---an-d--1susuall_y_

11

Vital., According to a study conductedby L. U. Gardner in 1937, coexistent

pulmonary tubersulosis was found in 7S .per cent of fatal cases of silicosis

in South African gold miners and in 6S per-cent of a large group of

,

silicotio lungs drawn frol a wide variety of industries. Chronic

IIbronchitis also occurs in. a high portion of advanced silicatica.

Emphysema is a fairly frequent end stage of those with advanced silicosis.



1
The chest X-ray affords the basis for diagnosis. The modules of

simple silicosis are revealed on the X-ray filo when thqy are about

"two millimeters in diameter. The degree of disability can be determined

by testing the maximum breathing capacity or the maximal expiratory flow

rate of patient.

1
Silicosis is a permanent condition, irreversible.by any treatment.

With simple nodular silicosis the prognosis is good, provided that

IIfurther silica dust exposure is reduced to a safe level or is stopped

altogether and also provided that tuberculopfrs is prevented.

Coal,dust inhaled in heavy concentrations over many years results

in simple dust accumulation and the formation Of scar tisslue which

IIcauses impairment of the lungs. Coal dust without any associated silica

can cause damage to lungs because of bronchial irritation and

emphysema. The results being the developMent of breathlessness and.

impaired ventilatory functions.

The effects of coal dust on the lungs has been studied in the

anthracite mines of eastern Pennsylvania. Most disease occurring-in

anthracite miners either in anthracosilicosis (coal dust plus silicosis

or anthracosilicotubereulosis because hard coal mines. entail much rock

-11-Aust-impoSUrii-highIn silica content. Active tuberculosis has been quite

prevalent in the ilicotic hard coal miners.

In bituminous or soft coal; the silica dust exposure is decreased,

ana4,heretore the incidence of active tuberculosis

less than in anthracite miners.

ha? been coneideraOly

The incidence of coal worker's pneumoconiosis variesin.different

coalfields and even between different mines'in the same coalfield. It is
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more common among miners'working in pits with small, .deeply situated

"coal seams, and the also risen with .increasing mechan.:.zstion.

Miners employed as .hard headers and roekworkers. in the construction`

of communicating shafts between

"fault, work almost entirely in hand, siliceous rocks and are consequently .

exposed to a high* concentration of silica dust than those at the coal'
11

ill face.

adjacent. seams or bridging geological

Cool1 mine _.dust. when inhaled is fairly evenly.distributed throughout. the

lungs, but the maximal changes occur.in the upper two-thirds 40 both 'lungs,

"The majority Of'the particle* are ingested by- acrophages and are removed

a_by ciliary action _which moves the.beonchial mucus and trapped dust .

11
..

upwards to the trachea where it is either expectorated or swallowed.

Since 1969, the Federii.Coal AiineAlealth'andSafetyAct .has establishid

uniform standards for coal dust sencentration levels, mine ventilation,°

11 roof support, mine inspections,*an4 equipment'. The law provides for:

regular payments from the United Sates government to miners who cannot

work because they suffer fruit pnewsoconi6sis.

II

1

1

11

Occupations Associated with Silicosis
Table.1

mining of gold, tin, copper, mica and graphite/

quarrying of granite, sandstone and slate \ ./
rif

dressing of granite and siliceous rocks,, and stonemasonry

Met'' 1 grinding, -casting
and\sandblasting

5. The manufacture of pottery and ceramics

coremaking and knockout,, casting

6. The manufacture of refractories

7. 'The manufacture of

8. Enamelling

9. Boiler dealing

abrasive powders containing

10... The manufacture of ,rubber fillers

I 7

clearing

it
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PNEUMOCONIOSIS

ROUTE OF DUST PARTICLES
FINER DUST PARTICLES
REACH THE ALVEOLI
AND ARE CARRIED
BY PHAGOCYTES'
TO LYMPH NODES
ALONG THE
BRONCHI.

PRIMARY LOBULE

LYMPHATIC
VESSEL

PULMONARY
VEIN

LYMPH NODE

BRONCHI
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PHAGO;YTE.
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Health Disorders Related to Coal Mining

I, Short Answer

1. List six faFtors which appear to be associated with the development of
silicosig.,

How does particle sine affect the contraction of silicosis?I 2.

3. List occupations in ,which the danger of 4,1icosis

4. Define - silicosis, pneumoconiosis, anthracosiIicosis, and anthracosis.-

5. Describe how the Federal Coal Nine Health and Safety Act of 1969 improved
the working conditions of miners.

6. Why is silicosis more prevalent in anthracite miners rather:than
bituminous miners?

7. How does silica affect the growth of the tubercle bacilli?

8. How are the majority of coal duet particles removed from the lunge?

9. Describe some physical symptoms associated with ailic ids./

II. Fill in the Blank - Fill in the blank with the corre t term or phrase
to make the statement correct.

1. The occupational inhalation of dust containing crystalline free
silica is

2. is the chief complication of silicosis.

3. refers to dust retained in the lungs.:

4. All particles that are larger than microns are filtered
by the upper,respiratory tract and bronchi.

5. Dust particles less than microns are carried to the alveolar
ducts.

6., are the basis for diagnosing silicosis.

7. When coal dust is inhaled, the maximal changes occur
of both lungs.

,8.' is the chemical formula for silica.
A

9. The establishes uniform standards for mine
on, cos duet levels, roof supports, mine

inspection, and equipment.

in the upper

el%
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III. UnsCramble the Words - Place the correct spelling of the word
in the blank.

1. GYOPAHECT - a cell which engulfs into its
cytoplasm particles froM its surroundings, by a process of
flowing all around them

2. OCINOTHASIRIALCSS - coal dust plus silicosis

3. SHOARMCPAGE phagocytic cells widely
distributed in the liKtebrate body

4.

S.
of the tubercle bacilli

V

INNPUNCE0010SS - dust in the lungs

LISICA toinds to stimulate multiplication

160
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The Effects of the Combustion of Coal on Humans

When coal is burned, several gases and waste products are released

into the atmosphere. Among those substances released are: carbon

monoxide, sulfur oxides, nitrogen oxides, particulates and hydrocarbons.

These five types of substances are known as primary pollutants and

account for 90 per cent of the nationwide air pollution problem.

Part culp_te
Particulates are small, solid particles and liquid droplets which

are present in the atmosphere in great numbers. These substances may

include organic compounds, metals, duets, and sea salts. They enter

the human body almost exclusively by way of the respiratory system.

The"extent of penetration is related to the size of the particulate.

The respiratory system is often classified.intp an upper,system,

Mich includes the nasal cavity, pharynx, and tracheascand a lower

system, which includes the bronchi and lungs.
P

In the upper respiratory tract, particles greater than e microns,

in diameter are filtered from inhaled air. Hairs ln the nasal passage

form the first line of defense, but particles may a10 be trapped in the

mucous which lines the nasal cavity and trachea.

Particles smaller than five microns escape the upper respiratory"

tract and enter the lungs. These particles are usually removed by cilia

which line the walls of the bronchi and bronchioles, A continual

wave-like motion of the cilia has the effect of moving the mucous and

particles up to the ,pharynx wherethey may be eliminated.

Particles less than 0.5 microns in diameter reach and settle in .the

alveoli. The removal of such particles is less rapid and less complete

161
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-

"than from the larger particles, since alveolar membranes have no

k" mucous covering or cilia. Thus, particulates of smaller size penetrate

lithe deepest into the lungs and remain there the longest.

Particulates may be toxic and directly affect the body. Many toxic

materials are present in trace amounts.

°I are considered to be toxic, among

tin, antimony lead, bismuth,

_

Exposure of humans
41t-a:Carbon monoxide poses a

111/. with hemoglobin (Hb) in

to big

and

e t metals found in theAtir

a are: nickel, beryllium,-cadmium,

mercury.

concentrations of CO can result in death.

threat to health because of its ability to -reacts

the blood. Hemoglobin functions as a transport

system in the blood to carry oxygen in the form of oxyhemoglobin. (02 Hb)

from the lungs to the body cells and CO2 from the cells to the limas

as.Cir2Rh. When hemoglobin combines with carbon monoxide, caboxyheaoglobin

(COHb)i.A.formed. When' this reaction occurs, the ability of the blood

to trantitport oxygen is reduced. The affinity of hemoglObin 'for CO is

more than 200 times greater than" fbr 02. Thereforet hen both. are

, present,

t)e

1

1

CO will form aecompound..with hemoglobin and oxygen will not2
"7.

. ; The 'health..,% effects of CO 'are discuaSed in terms of the per cent

of COHb in the blood.'':,fyhen the COHb blood level is less than one per
.,. ,

coot, there are no .spgiarent effects on the body, When the,C0Hb blood,

level isN' between l:0-to 2.0 per.. cent, there is some evidence of effeCt
)-., ° . .

on behavorial performance. When the COHb blood level -is between 2.0
. , . .

to 5.0 per, cent-; 04 central nervous' system is affected. There is 'an

impel rment

brightnetis

of time- interval diner inatien, visual, acuity, and

discrimination. When the,C0Hb blood level is 'greater thR.V

?C.



5.0 per cent, there are cardiac and pulmonary functional changes.

"When the Hb blood level is between 10.0 to 80.0 per cent, Ole

individual experiences headaches, fatigue, drowsiness, coma,
. ,

respiratory failure, and death.

The national air quality standards for CO established an upper

exposure limit that corresponds to an equilibrium COHb level bf

11.5 per cent.

11 ,fur QxideD

IIthe gas dissolves in the Moist mucous iinAng ,of the upper respiratory

When the concentration of sulfur oxide is below 25 parts per million,

IItract, and very little is believed to penetrate deep in the lungs',

Studies conducted under the Community Health and Environmental

Surveillance System Program the Environmental Protection Agency'

show a definite correlation between the "incidence of respiratory

IIinfeCtion in children and the level of sulfur dioxide pollution in

their env.ironment.'

It time been. shown that sulfUr diexidefinhaled thrbugh the mouth

produces greater effects than that inhaled through. tho Apse.

nasal cavity lbsorbs large amounts of sulfur dioxide.

most of the concern about the health hazard of current atmospheric

11

eulPUrdioxide concentrations is re14 to their effects on-the elderly;

asthmatics, and other susceptible people with chronic respiratory

Iproblems. 0

i"!4APP ;914c108

Nitric oxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) are potentiaPteaith

II.hazards. Nitrogen dioxide is about.four.times more toxic than nitric

11

oxide. Nitric oxide is not an irritant, and is not considered a health

163 .
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hazard.

The effects of nitrogen dioxide on humans and animals are confined

IIto the respiratory tract and occnir,only with nitrogen dioxide levels

higher than those now found in the environment. According to the

experimisnts.44onducte4 on human volunteers for low concentration teats

and &Tamale for the high-dosage experiments, an increase in dosage

'resulted ifi the following effect sequence: odor preception, nasal

Iirritation, breathing discomfort, acute respiratory distress, pulmonary

edema (fluid accumulation) and finallY, death. Concentrations of

nitrogen dioxide greater than-100 parts per million were, lethal to

1
most animals; and 90 per cent of the resulting deaths were caused by

pulmonary'edtMa.

tivdrocarboll*

Currently, there is no evidence to indicate that hydrocarbons, at

present. air concentrations,, exert. any direct undesirable effects on

humans.. Experimental data obtained from research on humans and

animals indicate th4t hydrocarbons produce undesirable effects only at. It

11 hundreds.to thougiand of times higher than those now found in the

atmosphere. No effects have been.i'sported for levels lower thin

$OO parts per million.

The following effects have ,been observedAn,humans exposed to

ozone under experimental conditions: no ill effects were noted at
0

concentrations up, to 0.2-parts flerfmillion. A level of about. 0.3

Parts. per million appeared to be thethreshold level at which nose

and throat irritation began, ixposureto.ozonoi concentrations of

1.0 to 3.1)/parts.per million for a period of two hours produced
1. A

extrese-fatigu'andtlack of coordinatiOn in'aubj'ects. Exposure to
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concentrations of about 9.0 parts per million for similar time periods

produced severe

44

'pulmonary edema in moat subjects.

TABLE 6-4 TOXIC TRACE METALS THAT MAY POSE AIR POLLUTION

PROBLEMS

ELEMENT

. Antimony

Beryllium

Bismuth

Cadmium

Lead

Mercury

Nickel

I

Tin

SCIURCEIS HEALTH EFFECTS

Industry

Coal. Industry (new uses
proposed in nude& pellet(
irykrirtIV, as rocket fuel)

Coal

Coal, zinc mining, water
mains and pipes, tobacco
smoke

Auto exhaust (from peso-
Hoe), pints (prior to shoot
1948) .

Coal, electrical apperatue,
other industrial fungicides

Diesel oil, residual oil,
coal, tobacco smoke.,
'chemicals 'and catalysts.
Reel and nonferrous alloys

Iron and steel production,
coal, tin plating

Shortened life open in rata

Probably the most toxic of the
eight. It accumulates in the hens
to produce berylliotis, seiious
disease. Carcinogenic to rats when

inhaled.

Low order of toxicity, kidney and
liver damage in forge doses

-Cardiovascular disease and hyper-
tension in humans suspected,
interferes with zinc and copper
metabolism

Brain demege, convulsions,
behavioral disorders, death

Nerve damage and death

Carcinogenic properties in ani-
mals, end in humans when inhaled
is the carbonyl. Ni(CO)4

Low order of toxicity, decreased
life span In flits end mice, liver
lesions in rats

Date from -A Sensible Look at A'Potlution by Metals," by H. A. Schroeder. ArcOlvas of

Enviroomontal'Health, December 1970, P. 803. end "Trail' Metals: Unknown, Unseen Pol-

lution Threet.",Chentica/ EnOnowing Nova, July 19,1971, p, 30,

a

a
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The Effects of bhe Combustion of Coal on Humans

I. Short Answer

111. List five types of substances known as primary pollutants.

2. Describe how particulate size affects the depth of penetration in
the respiratory system. 4

3. What are particulates?

114. List eight toxic metals found in the atmosphere.

115., .How does CO pose a threat to health?

6. What 'is the function of Hb in the blood?
R

117. What per cent level must be reached before death due to CO poisoning'
takes'place?

118. What happens to the majority of sulfur oxides in the body?

9. What effect does sulfur dioxide have on childven?

1110.. How does nitrogen dioxide affect the human respiratory tract?

11. What is pulmonary edema?

II 2. How do hydrocarbons affect human health?

113.. At what level does ozone exposure produce pulmonary .edlitma?.

I. Write the chemical formula for each of the'following compounds.

sulfur dioxide carbon dioxide
nitric oxide carboxyhemoglobin
nitrogen dioxide oxyhemoglobin

carbon monoxide

I. Have the .students write reports on the following air pollution
disasters.

Denora, Pennsylvania - ,1,948 New York, New York - 1953
London; England - 1962London, England - 1952

IV. Have the students use the Micro Slide Viewer Set Number - 89,
Air Pollutipnrand Human Health -,National Teaching Aide, Inc.
120 Fulton Avenue, Garden City Park, New York:11040.

4 e

..
-
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